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A Cyclone battle: Director Pollard’s son fights cancer

Letters to the editor: Readers support, deride Walker’s words

2012 caucus candidate breakdown

A president’s lasting legacy
Reflecting on Geoffroy’s presidency

Administration finds lasting legacy

By Jessica Opoien
@iowastatedaily.com

ISU President Gregory Geoffroy does not like to look back.

Geoffroy, who announced last March that he will step down from the presidency, will have served for 10-and-a-half years as the university’s top administrator when Steven Leath assumes the role on Jan. 16, 2012. But do not expect him to stay away from the campus he has led for the last decade for too long — he is stepping down from the presidency, but not retiring from the university.

“I just like to look forward, to stay focused on the future,” Geoffroy said. “And so, when people talk about legacies, I tend to look ahead and not think about what a legacy might be.”

He is quick to attribute the successes of the last 10 years to his leadership team, shifting the focus away from himself as an individual.

“That’s what’s so incredible about him,” said ISU Executive Vice President and Provost Elizabeth Hanson. “He doesn’t take credit for anything. Even though I know this place would not be in as good of shape as it is today if it weren’t for him — for his vision, for his willingness to take risks, for hiring great people on the bus and having them in the right seats.”

She agreed that Geoffroy has high standards, adding that he always expects excellence, with no margin of error.

“He’s very hard working,” Hira said. “He works fast, and hard and a lot. And when you work with him as closely as I do, you work hard and fast and a lot. And there is no such thing as a deadline. For me, his deadline was always ASAP.”

“Meetings with the president always started and ended on time, if not early,” Hoffman said, quickly adding, “You always know where you stand with him. And he gives praise.”

Hoffman said she knows Geoffroy does not want to look back, but “the rest of us, we have a right to look back.”

A 10-year marathon

When Geoffroy became Iowa State’s 14th president on July 1, 2001, he faced a number of challenges. State funding was down, research funds were strained and enrollment numbers were falling.

Two years into Geoffroy’s tenure, all eyes were on the university when men’s basketball coach Larry Eustachy made headlines for drinking and partying with students, which resulted in his resignation.

The following year, Iowa State received more unwanted attention after a riot broke out during its Veishea celebration.

Geoffroy was faced with a difficult decision. Receiving pressure from both sides, he heard calls to put an end to the tradition and to preserve it. After a one-year moratorium, he decided to bring Veishea back.

“Ultimately, that’s one of those classic decisions; there’s only one person that can make that decision, and that was me,” Geoffroy said. “I could get all the advice I wanted, but ultimately that was the decision that I had to make. And I think it worked out well; it was definitely the right decision.”

The decision to continue the tradition was “only the beginning,” said Tom Hill, vice president for Student Affairs. Hill said Geoffroy had to take the necessary steps to

The 14th president of Iowa State, Gregory Geoffroy talks in an interview at the end of his presidency at Iowa State in his office in Bueardshear Hall. In stepping down Geoffroy will teach seminars in higher education and freshman-level chemistry.
Ace of cakes: Senior turns hobby into business

By Aimee Burch
@iowastatedaily.com

ISU senior Mary Burroughs is a mastermind of tools atypical to most civil engineering students.

When she is not in class learning the ins and outs of structural design, Burroughs can be found mastering the fine art of cake baking and design. Her business, aptly titled Cake Engineering, provides Burroughs with a creative outlet away from her 19-credit hour course load.

“It’s just something I do for fun,” Burroughs said.

Cake Engineering got its start in Burroughs’ senior year of high school. While planning her graduation party, she knew she did not want a typical sheet cake. An avid fan of Duff Goldman and his Food Network show “Ace of Cakes,” Burroughs used this as inspiration and signed up for a fondant decorating class at her local craft store to create her first cake masterpiece.

Other than this class, she has no formal training in cake baking or design. She taught herself how to make cakes from scratch and other design aspects from magazines, books and television shows.

From there, her hobby grew to include making cakes for her friends during her sophomore year of college. Her cakes have gone on to win numerous awards, including a fourth-place finish in the KJZY Cool Cakes contest during her sophomore year of college. Burroughs also took home second place in the amateur mixed shape wedding, square wedding, and shaped cake categories, as well as fourth place in amateur round wedding cake.

Burroughs acknowledged the difficulties that can come with balancing school, jobs and extracurricular activities. Aside from school and Cake Engineering, she works for ISU Dining in the Central Bakery and acts as co-captain for the Concrete Canoe council.

“Sometimes you just have to sacrifice sleep to get everything done,” Burroughs said. “I plan it out ahead of time. Usually I will bake a cake a couple days in advance and divvy up the time to get all the decorating done.”

Burroughs’ civil engineering courses have also shaped how she builds and designs cakes.

“My structural class helped me understand the basics of how to build a cake,” she said. “I’m currently taking a class in project management and it has taught me how to divvy up the basics of your project. Building a cake is similar to a construction project where you design a project and then determine the steps you are going to take and how you are going to build it.”

Beth Hartmann is the professor of the project management course. Hartmann has students fill out a personal data sheet and when she saw cake decorating on Burroughs’, Hartmann became intrigued. Hartmann first ordered a cake for her son’s birthday party. She said she had tons left over; so the following Monday she brought the leftovers to work along with some of Burroughs’ business cards to further spread the word. Hartmann also has ordered cupcakes as treats for some of her classes and speaks volumes of praise for Burroughs’ work.

 “[Burroughs’] cakes are some of the best I have ever had,” Hartmann said. “The cakes are beautiful, delicious and amazingly awesome. Her prices are also incredibly reasonable too.”

Burroughs said her most memorable cake was a chocolate cake carved to look like a skull with a crown she made for a Threadcakes competition, where you make a cake based on a T-shirt design.

“It took about 40 hours and was my most artistic cake,” Burroughs said.

Another memorable cake for Burroughs was one she made for a friend’s mom who recently lost her job. The cake was originally canceled, but Burroughs wanted to liven up the spirits and still went ahead with the cake. Her friend’s mom was very tearful when she received the cake, Burroughs said. Her spirits perked up and Burroughs said the woman found it to be the most touching cake she had ever received.

A prime example of this was a T-shirt design cake Burroughs made for a Threadcakes competition.

“I was inspired by my boyfriend’s T-shirt design,” Burroughs said. “The cake was a chocolate cake carved to look like a skull with a crown.”


Mary Burroughs, senior in civil engineering, makes cupcakes for a order of 160 cupcakes from customers. Burroughs has been running her own decorating business since January.
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Award

Aaron Nissen, senior in agricultural engineering, was honored by the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineering as one of the top 15 engineering students in the nation.

By Tiffany Westrom
@iowastatedaily.com

Aaron Nissen, a senior in agricultural engineering at Iowa State, was named one of the Top 15 New Faces of Engineering last week.

Nissen, senior in agricultural engineering, was the national nominee from the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers for the National Engineers Week recognition program.

The program acknowledges the most promising engineering students from around the world.

"I think they liked the way I put my engineering skills to work in the job force," Nissen said. "I worked with senior engineers that have been in the business for 30 or 40 years and was able to earn the company profit."

Academic excellence, leadership, community service and involvement in the engineering industry are reasons for which Nissen and 14 other students from around the world were chosen.

This was the first college edition of the New Faces of Engineering recognition program.

The winners will be published in USA Today in the near future.

Nissen, member of the ISU chapter of ASABE and vice president of the honor society for agricultural engineering, Alpha Epsilon, interned for Vermeer last summer as a design engineering intern.

The New Faces of Engineering recognition program was conducted on Facebook, where members of 15 national engineering organizations were invited to apply.

Members were then narrowed down to between one and three nominees per organization, and finally one winner from each group was chosen.

As the nominee for ASABE, Nissen will receive a $1,000 scholarship toward his education costs.

"He is very active in club activities for ASABE," said Chenxi Yu, assistant professor of agricultural and bio systems engineering and adviser for ASABE. "He is in charge of fundraising for the club and he is a bright student, very enthusiastic in terms of involving himself and doing his part."

An Ottumwa, Iowa, native, Nissen grew up on his family’s farm and he believes that his past experiences have strengthened his skills and education here at Iowa State.

"It’s something I love," Nissen said. "I’ve grown up on a farm and done this my whole life. It’s not like I’m studying something that I’ve never done before. It is something that I’ve been around for a long time and that is what keeps me interested."

Nissen will return to Vermeer this summer as a test engineering intern.

Long term, Nissen will look to take over the family farm after some time in the workforce. He is hoping to secure a job with Vermeer after graduation.
Extracurriculars

Study: Involved students find more success in life

By Frances Myers
@iowastatedaily.com

Students become involved in extracurricular clubs and organizations as a way to enhance their college experience, often finding that being involved also has an unexpected effect on academic performance.

A research study done in 2010 by Amy Hawkins, a graduate student at Purdue University, examined the relationship between student involvement and GPA.

“Student involvement enhances the overall college experience and the development of transferable skills for undergraduate students,” according to the study. “Participation in student organizations can lead to the development of social and leadership skills, higher retention rates, heightened self-confidence, improved satisfaction with college, the ability to see course curriculum as more relevant and further success after college.”

Dakota Hoben, senior in agricultural business, currently serves as president of the Government of the Student Body.

He is also involved in Salt College, Collegiate FFA, the Agricultural Business Club and is a College of Agriculture and Life Sciences ambassador. An involved student, Hoben finds being involved helps him with his studies.

“I think the involved students tend to be the ambitious students that also care about their studies,” Hoben said. “But having said that, I think leadership positions in student organizations provide students with the habits and skills necessary to balance their workload and involvement while in college.”

Hawkins’ study also found that leadership positions also contributed to GPA.

Students who acted as officers in their respective organizations had higher GPAs than students who acted as members. Additionally these students have significantly higher GPAs than the general student population.

The study also examined the disadvantages of being involved. The results showed a weak negative correlation.

“I think like most things, student involvement is best done in moderation,” Hoben said. “Becoming overextended and over-stressed is always a potential concern with becoming too involved, but I believe that if you narrow your focus to just a few clubs that you are most passionate about, you can alleviate most of these potential concerns. Seeking leadership positions in a few clubs is better than becoming a member of many.”

Terry Besser, professor of sociology, was part of a research study conducted within the ISU economics department studying how students’ extracurricular involvement in college correlated with cumulative GPA and, later on in life, civic engagement and income.

“We took 5,000 graduates from Iowa State between 1982 and 2006 and questioned them to find out their levels of volunteerism, voting and other extracurricular activities,” Besser said. “We found there was a strong association between extracurricular involvement and later civic engagement, how much they volunteered in their adult lives, how much money and time they donate to charity, those sort of statistics.”

Besser noted in the study that students who are more involved have a “strong sense of self-efficacy.”

“If you are more involved, you experience leadership skills and interaction skills,” Besser said. “You feel like you can better control events in your life. It makes you a stronger person.”

Besser said that interacting with peers and mentors so much provides a positive role model for students who are involved.

“Students that are more involved have good time management skills because they have so much going on,” said Jody Feipel, junior in kinesiology and health.

Feipel is currently involved as a Families Committee co-director of Dance Marathon, secretary in the Pre-Physical Therapy Club and active in Alpha Gamma Delta sorority.

“They have to be able to prioritize what needs to get done and be able to use their time wisely,” Feipel said. “For instance, student-athletes have required study hours they’re...”

Graphic: Iowa State Daily
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Competition

Scripps Spelling Bee finals to be hosted at Iowa State

By Breanne Hunter
@iowastatedaily.com

The Iowa final for the 2012 Scripps National Spelling Bee will be hosted by Iowa State University’s Greenlee School of Journalism and Communication on Feb. 4.

Iowa schools who are participating will host their own spelling bees. The winners will advance to the state final at Iowa State.

The spelling bee is being organized by ISU students in the Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA).

“It will be a great way for us to demonstrate how important spelling is to students,” said Jill Spierman, lecturer of journalism and communication.

The winner of the Iowa spelling bee will receive a trip, with one parent, to Washington, D.C., to participate in the nationally broadcast finals competition.

“We have high hopes that the winner of our spelling bee will be successful at the national level,” said Michael Bugoja, professor and director of the Greenlee School.

Additional information about the spelling bee is available at www.spellingbee.com. For more information about PRSSA, visit www.prssa.org.
Donations

Students and faculty may be familiar with the College of Veterinary Medicine’s small and large animal hospitals, but there is also the Wildlife Care Center, located in the basement of the College of Veterinary Medicine.

The care center is staffed by five undergraduate students and survives on volunteers and donations, evident from the center’s small space and lack of equipment.

The first room is the size of a large office and is lined with counters and cupboards. The second is double the size but barren without the cages usually present. The third room is small with just enough space to walk inside and serves as a nursery for baby animals, such as rabbits, squirrels and birds, that are brought in. Because winter is approaching, the room is empty of babies, but it is fully equipped with ink cartridges and used cellphones. The center is collecting the items to trade them in for money.

This is just one of the many fundraising projects the center does.

The center takes about $65,000 a year to run, all of which comes from fundraising and donations, said Bianca Zaffarano, director of the Wildlife Care Center.

Harvey is an example of the help donations provide. Harvey, a Great Horned Owl, was hit by a car and brought to the center. His right wing was broken and his left eye was swollen, said Jacie Garden, senior in animal ecology and part of the head staff at the Wildlife Care Center.

Thanks to the donation to pay for his needed surgery and the volunteering of an ophthalmologist from the College of Veterinary Medicine, Harvey was able to have surgery to remove his left eye, Garden said.

The Wildlife Care Center is also forced to make “life-or-death decisions” because of the lack of funds. The kind of help an animal can be given comes down to the donations of money and services if the center can “scrape together the resources,” Zaffarano said.

Even the animals do their part in raising money.

Garden said the center currently has four permanent birds, including a Red Tail Hawk, a Barn Owl, an American Kestrel and an Eastern Screech Owl. The volunteers put on programs in which the public can pay to see the birds and listen to the volunteers as they talk about each bird.

With Christmas coming up, the center is setting up a “Giving Tree” where anyone can take an ornament from the tree. On each ornament is an item the center needs. The person brings the item back and he or she can keep the ornament.

For Zaffarano and Garden, the center provides a chance for injured or abandoned wildlife and is great way to give back to the environment.

“[The center’s work] is a valuable bit of humanity [for wildlife],” explained Zaffarano.
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The Russian-Armenian brothers Ivan and Ruben Martirosov have learned many lessons in their time as ISU undergraduates, but none can match the brutality of one they learned well before college.

In 2005, while on a visit to Moscow, the two were walking to their parents’ apartment in the company of two friends. As the group neared the apartment, six young men spotted and attacked them.

Ivan recalls the attackers shouting “Russia’s for Russians” and “Get out of our country” as they beat them. Neither he nor anyone he was with had said a word to provoke them.

Both the men’s words and their style of dress made the brothers think they hadn’t been attacked at random. “One of them had a swastika on his jacket,” Ivan said.

Ivan and Ruben Martirosov, both seniors in business economics, have the dark eyes, skin and complexions of their Armenian ancestors. They share these features with most natives of Europe’s South Caucasus region, thousands of whom — in search of jobs — have immigrated to Russia since the 1990s.

The brothers’ brief clash with neo-Nazis confirmed a painful fact: In modern Russia, their looks alone make them targets.

Neo-Nazi violence has featured in Russian life since 1991, when the Soviet Union collapsed. As the new Russian state was forged, some Russians have turned to Nazism.

Current TV documentary filmmaker Christof Putzel explored their motives in the 2008 documentary “From Russia with Hate.” In the film, he reported that Russia was home to about half of the world’s neo-Nazis, saying there were between 50,000 and 70,000 in the country. Some have taken to posting their attacks on YouTube.

The Russian civil-rights group SOVA estimated that 71 people died and more than 330 were wounded in 2010 as a result of racially-motivated attacks. Citing these figures, Claire Bigg, a reporter for the news service Radio Free Europe, wrote that the number “while high, is a sharp decline from previous years.”

The irony of Russians embracing Nazism isn’t lost on the Martirosos, who note that these modern neo-Nazis are descended from people who repelled a Nazi invasion in World War II.

“Ivan and Ruben Martirosov, both seniors in business economics, describe a troubling story of aggression and hate by neo-Nazis back home. Even though the movement is getting smaller it is still extremely prevalent.”

“The whole idea is a farce,” Ruben said.

Slavic Nazis, such as those in Russia’s National Socialist Party, also overlook German Nazism’s historic view of Slavs as a subhuman race — one only worthy of enslavement, exploitation or murder.

Speaking of these contradictions, Ruben credited youth and ignorance with fueling attraction to Nazi movements. “Kids from 14 to 18, they don’t have their own opinions,” he said. “You have a couple of beers in them, and tell them what to think. They’ll think that.”

He also blamed Russia’s economic troubles for spurting interest in extremist groups. “I think it goes back to income inequality. You have a certain amount of opportunities created in Russia, which are a lot better than opportunities created in, say, Tajikistan,” Ruben said. “When you have immigrants going into Russia, and Russia’s economy itself is not doing so good, of course the logical choice with leaders is to find a scapegoat.”

Though media accounts can make Russian neo-Naziism seem menacing, some are skeptical of the movement’s size and influence. Youngwon Kim, lecturer in political science, counts himself among these skeptics.

“We need to see the numbers,” Kim said. “There is no
Exams

Testing center feels overflow from finals

By Kaleb Warnock
@iowastatedaily.com

Iowa State students will be taking more than 50,000 proctored tests at the Distance and Online Learning center this year. Students coming to take tests may be surprised to find a line that often extends around the building.

Brady Rebhuhn, junior in journalism and mass communication, waited over an hour to take her final for her visual principles for mass communicators final.

“It was really busy. Our teacher recommended taking it either Friday, Saturday or Sunday, because it had extended hours because it was really busy,” said Rebhuhn. “Normally I don’t have to wait at all. It seems like it was pretty packed with people taking tests.”

However, it was not a complete waste of time.

“It wasn’t so bad. It seemed like everyone was using the time to study in line while they had to wait,” Rebhuhn said. “It was sort of inconvenient, buy yeah.”

She didn’t think it made a difference when taking the test, and wasn’t opposed to taking more exams at the center.

“It’s good news for Rebhuhn, because the testing center continues to grow.

“We’ve had quite an increase in the use of the testing center,” said Douglas Bull, testing facility manager. “From the very beginning we’ve experienced growth in the center every year.”

The testing center hosts tests throughout the semester for numerous classes, and often rearranges them to ease the stress and traffic flow within the center. However, finals week presents its own challenge.

“Finals week is always the most stressful time. During the semester, you don’t have every course offering an exam every week,” Bull said. “Every course funnels in on the one week - that makes for a really large population of students coming to the testing center.”

On arrival students, taking exams should check in at the front desk need to bring their photo ID, before taking the test and a proctor will direct them to an available computer. The students will need to provide the course name, section, instructor’s name and which exam they are taking.

“I think it’s going to continue to grow. There are obviously some exams that are not conducive to this sort of delivery, but for a number of exams it works very well,” Bull said. “It gives students flexibility and I think it offers the students opportunities. If they’re not in class taking an exam, it offers some opportunities for students and it gives them more values added to their tuition dollar.”

Basic testing rules apply to the proctored exams.

Things like cheating, talking, cell phone use and using the restroom are not permitted. Also, students will not be allowed to navigate to other websites or use zip drives for the tests.

Students will be provided with scratch paper, but will have to return it when they finish the exam.

Bull encourages students not to wait until the last minute to take their exams, and instead should come in the mornings to avoid lines.

The center is open Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and doors close at 7:30 p.m.

It is also open Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. doors close at 5:30 p.m.

Extended Hours are Monday and Tuesday, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Doors locked at 8:30 p.m., computers shut down at 9 p.m.

By Kaleb Warnock
@iowastatedaily.com

Students wait to take final exams for online classes in Carver Hall on Friday. The center estimates that wait times to take online finals may exceed two hours.

Photo: Lyn Bryant/Iowa State Daily
**Birth control**

**Affordable Care Act may backfire with cost**

By Margarita.Landeros
@iowastatedaily.com

Many young women use birth control pills to treat menstrual-related issues, acne, cysts and of course, as a contraceptive. During the time that birth control has been around, it has improved significantly. While it may have started as a simple contraceptive, it is now used for a myriad of other reasons. However, some women cannot get these pills for one reason or another.

“It is probably religious views because to some it is considered a type of abortion,” said Chloe Iles, sophomore in interdisciplinary studies.

Whether it be because they cannot afford them because they have no medical insurance or because it is against their religious beliefs, some women do not have access to these drugs. Some families cannot afford the cost of medical insurance, as many rates are priced high and begin around $40.

“Overall, I think birth control is a positive thing because it does keep unwanted pregnancies down, which in turn leads to less unwanted babies. The other health benefits are an added plus. It really depends on your lifestyle, and it’s a freedom all women should have, in my opinion,” Iles stated.

As part of the Affordable Care Act, the administration released an amendment to the prevention regulation. This amendment allows the choice of whether or not to cover contraception services to religious institutions that offer insurance to their employees. This regulation is modeled on the most common accommodation for churches available in the majority of the 28 states that already require insurance companies to cover contraception.

The Affordable Care Act could eliminate an insurance co-pay for many female health services, including birth control. Whether making these services free will help or hurt Americans is still being called into question.

The co-pay and premium, however, are critical parts that would highly influence the Affordable Care Act revisions. The co-pay — the amount of money you pay once your insurance has paid their part — would be eliminated for these services. However, since this seems too good to be true, it seems the premium would skyrocket.

An insurance premium is the money that a client has to pay simply for having the insurance. It is based mostly on the individual’s profile and statistics that pertain to them. These include: condition of your health, where you live, income and employment.

These “improvements” may cause some negative effect, though. For example, there might be a lowered cap so that individuals or families will only be allotted a certain amount of spending’s for the year. Simply said, you are only allowed medical attention to a point until coverage runs out, and you are paying out of your pocket.

“A pro is that there would be less unwanted pregnancies. Cons would be that it’s expensive and the birth control companies wouldn’t make any money off of it so they would have no incentive. I think it’s a good idea, but... ultimately it wouldn’t work,” said Michelle Rogge, sophomore in architecture.

The details and changes that have been shown are tentative and are subject to change. Decisions on the changes are also going to be heavily impacted by the candidates that are elected. Some will be in favor, while others will reject and think it should be changed again. With that said, it is inevitable that this new reform will change a lot of things. Over the course of these next months the word “affordable” will be revolutionized.

“I believe free birth control is good in theory but not good in practice,” said Anna Mullins, freshman in English. “By making it free, yes, more girls may go on it, but they probably won’t be any more educated than the girls who are now on it. So, we’ll have more girls on birth control and more likely to not use a condom, when they might not be using their birth control method in the right way so teenage pregnancy may actually increase. See, it’s not so much about making it cheaper or free as it is about teaching girls the most effective way to use it.”

**Medical needs that may be met:**

- Well-woman visits: includes a physician visit and may consist of a breast exam, and pelvic exam.
- Screening for gestational diabetes: type of diabetes that develops when a woman is pregnant after being 24 weeks pregnant
- Human papillomavirus testing: also known as HPV and will only be available to women older than 30 years of age
- Sexually transmitted infection counseling
- Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) screening and counseling
- Domestic violence screening and counseling (HHS.gov)

**Internet**

**Online shoppers should protect identity online, police say**

By Katherine.Klingseis
@iowastatedaily.com

The Ames Police Department and the ISU Police Division warn consumers rushing online to holiday shop to be careful of becoming victims to identity theft.

“Sadly, identity theft is becoming more common,” said Cmdr. Jim Robinson of Ames Police. “You have to be selective.”

The Bureau of Justice Statistics reported Nov. 30 that an estimated 8.6 million households contain at least one person who has been a victim of identity theft. The bureau reported that identity theft cost U.S. households $13.3 billion in 2010, with each household losing an average of $2,200.

Robinson said online shoppers can do several things to prevent becoming victims of identity theft. He said consumers should first research the websites on which they are shopping.

“Shop with a reputable company,” Robinson said. “Find out if other people have had good luck or if individuals have had poor experiences.”

Lt. Elliot Florer of ISU Police agreed with Robinson and said online shoppers should be wary of even well-known sites because sometimes those websites are hacked and customers’ information is stolen.

Online shoppers should also only purchase items from secure websites, Robinson said.

He explained that secure websites will have special designations, like a prefix of https.

Robinson said he also recommends consumers to be cautious of online classified ads.

“It can be different than shopping through a reputable company,” Robinson said. “Be wary about giving out private information.”

Before purchasing an item online, shoppers should read the company’s return policy and the details about shipping and handling, Robinson said.

“The costs of [shipping and handling] can sometimes be surprising,” Robinson said.

Robinson said online shoppers should pay by credit card because then one can view one’s credit card statement and withhold payment if necessary.

Consumer should monitor their credit card and bank statements to catch any un-
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The world has become increasingly concerned with healthy living over the last decade. There are numerous programs put in place to increase health among populations in order to sustain a long and happy life. Such a program, Blue Zones, has made it’s way to Ames, Iowa.

The method of Blue Zones is as follows: “We studied the verifiable parts of the world where people live the longest and report the highest levels of well-being. We distill their lifestyle lessons and then, working with top scientists, offer ways for you to learn, measure and act on your own longevity and happiness.”

Pair this with Brandstad’s goal of making Iowa the healthiest state in the nation by 2016 and there is certainly opportunity for Ames, and Iowa as a whole, to make changes regarding healthy lifestyle.

Tor Finseth, GSB Liazon to City Council said, “They basically have looked at different countries around the world and decided which countries lived the longest. They analyze that and Blue Zone developers will pick the top 10 that have the highest resident support,” said Finseth.

Finalists are selected Feb. 10.

Interested? Make your pledge at www.bluezonesproject.com or text BZP to 772937.

Lifestyle

Blue Zones’ healthy living act expands to include Ames

By Ashley Seaton
l@iowastatedaily.com

The world has become increasingly concerned with healthy living over the last decade. There are numerous programs put in place to increase health among populations in order to sustain a long and happy life. Such a program, Blue Zones, has made it’s way to Ames, Iowa.

The method of Blue Zones is as follows: “We studied the verifiable parts of the world where people live the longest and report the highest levels of well-being. We distill their lifestyle lessons and then, working with top scientists, offer ways for you to learn, measure and act on your own longevity and happiness.”

Pair this with Brandstad’s goal of making Iowa the healthiest state in the nation by 2016 and there is certainly opportunity for Ames, and Iowa as a whole, to make changes regarding healthy lifestyle.

Tor Finseth, GSB Liazon to City Council said, “They basically have looked at different countries around the world and decided which countries lived the longest. They analyze that and are now a group of consultants that go to city governments to help citizens live 10 times their rate. The consultants work with different businesses to create healthy options.”

Since Blue Zones, life expectancy has increased by 2.9 years. There has been a 49 percent decrease in city employee health care cost; there is a 21 percent drop in absentee by employers.

Blue Zones concluded the application process to the program on Nov. 23rd and will then allow the chosen cities, one of which being Ames, to gain citizen support.

“Part of the process is that the community can’t change without citizen support. Since students make up half the population of Ames we really need student support on this. So, what were hoping is to get every student to go online and file a statement on [Blue Zones’] website that says we are willing to make that change and we want our government to do the same. Blue Zone developers will pick the top 10 that have the highest resident support,” said Finseth.

Finalists are selected Feb. 10.

Interested? Make your pledge at www.bluezonesproject.com or text BZP to 772937.
Dance Team reflects on successful season

By Sarah Clark

The curtain has closed on Iowa’s 2011 annual high school and college dance championships and the Iowa State Dance Team returns to Ames with glory and determination.

After preparing for months, the Iowa State Gold and Cardinal dance teams took two routines to compete in the Iowa State Dance and Drill Team Association competition in Des Moines, Iowa last Friday.

“I could not have asked for a better performance from both squads,” said Morgan Northway, senior in apparel, merchandising, design and production and co-captain of the Gold squad. “We left it all on the dance floor and didn’t hold anything back.”

The Cardinal squad, bringing home a first place finish in Division A pom, and the Gold squad, bringing home a second place finish in Division A jazz, are pleased with their performances at the competition.

“Cardinal squad did fantastic at state,” said Stephanie Lehme, sophomore in pre-medicine and co-captain of the Cardinal squad. “We went into the competition wanting to perform our best and exceed our performance from last year, and we definitely did.”

Both teams were reigning champions in their categories and the Gold squad has won the state title for the past three years over Iowa, the Northern Iowa and Drake.

This year, the Cardinal squad wowed spectators with a fast-paced, techno-inspired routine while the Gold squad impressed judges with a new, stylized jazz routine. The squad’s routines really pushed it to the limit this year, members say.

“This year, our state pom routine was noticeably more difficult than last year’s,” said Erica Tramonte, sophomore in marketing and member of the Cardinal squad. “It was a challenge at first, but eventually all of our hard work paid off in the end.”

The Gold squad took the second place finish by receiving only 1.5 points less than the University of Iowa. Both Iowa State and Iowa dancers showed off their talent at last week’s competition.

“I think both universities did a great job of representing their schools and their dance programs,” said Jill Petersen, head coach of the ISU dance team. “The talent in both programs is top notch and for young girls in the state of Iowa who were watching; it should give them great excitement to know the opportunity that is available for them to dance in college and to be a part of a great program.”

Petersen has been coaching the team for 13 years and said the talent and the program progress each year.

“Since I began coaching, the team has grown from nine girls to 36 girls,” she said. “From a team that basically just did sideliners to a team that consists of 2 squads that compete at both state and national competitions, the talent each year just gets better and better.”

The ISU dance team is also led by assistant coach Sarah Stevens who choreographed the Cardinal squad’s winning state routines for the past two years.

Following the competition’s results, the team is more determined than ever to win back its title next year.

“We left it all on the floor and danced as one on Friday,” said Jenny Dohmen, junior in elementary education and member of the Gold squad. “We gave it our all and will do the same for next year. We are committed to win back the state title with another creative, emotional, strong and powerful dance.”

But next year’s state competition will not be the only thing on the ISU dance team’s agenda. The girls on the team uphold a demanding schedule year round. The ISU dancers are present at all home football and basketball games and even some away games. The girls’ weeks are filled with practices, games, workouts and appearances on top of school work and academic priorities.

“Dance team affects my schedule because we have things going on every day throughout the year,” said Amy VanWagenen, senior in elementary education and member of the Gold squad. “We have to structure our schedules around practices, games and workouts, and we have to work in appearances as well.”

Following the end of fall semester, the Gold squad will primarily be focusing on the national competition coming up in April.

Last year, the team finished third nationwide behind Brigham Young University and Louisville University.

“Getting third place at Nationals last year was unbelievable,” Dohmen said. “We all wanted top five so badly, but never imagined we would receive third place with a 9.6 out of 10. I will always remember exactly where I was and who was around me when they announced it over the speakers.”

Most girls on the team agree that all the hard work, time commitment and stresses that come as a result of being on the team is worth the glory felt at competitions and games.

“Competing and seeing our dances and team come together and accomplish something we all put so much effort and many hours into is what makes it worth being on this team,” said Christie Cutter, senior in marketing and co-captain of the Gold squad. “No one else besides our teammates can relate to what we are feeling between stress, injury, involvement and pride.”

The ISU Academic Success Center offers many services to students, including help creating a personalized study plan, tutoring, supplemental instructions, and a writing and media center.
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likely take precedence over the study session you had planned for Monday’s exam.

Every student has been guilty of it, but the real question is, how do you overcome the challenge of school-life balance?

Jill Kramer, program coordinator for Academic Intervention and Coaching at the ISU Academic Success Center, thinks it all starts with a detailed plan.

“A big part of finishing out the semester successfully is knowing what you need to accomplish,” Kramer said. “When I talk to students, I help them set up a 40 hour work week schedule for academics because school is similar to a job. It helps students put their workloads into perspective and allows them to see what it should take to be successful.”

Kramer works with thousands of students throughout the semester and sees students struggle for several different reasons.

“A lot of it will depend on the student and how he or she manages time. I think it helps to think about how you can make everything fit, rather than how to balance everything,” Kramer said. “The critical thing is finding a balance with all the activities.”

A lot of it will depend on the student and how he or she manages time. I think it helps to think about how you can make everything fit, rather than how to balance everything.

“Exercise, adequate sleep, a healthy diet, and budgeted downtime all help students stay focused during times of academic stress,” Plaza said.

“Each student has an activity that will help him or her unwind in his or her own way.”

Although these activities are important, Kramer warns that it is also easy to get carried away.

“ISU does have over 500 clubs and organizations so you have to expect that they sometimes serve as distractions,” Kramer said.

Plaza and Kramer agree that in order to succeed, each student must find the right fit for all of the important things in his or her life.

“The critical thing is finding a balance with all the activities,” Plaza said.

“ISU offers several on-campus services to help students who are struggling with any issue.”

Kramer, who works in the Academic Success Center, helps primarily with academic coaching which is a part of the program’s skills-based support.

“Skills-based support includes the full and half semester study skills courses and academic coaching support,” Kramer said. “With coaching, we get to sit down, listen to the student’s story and offer one on one support.”

The ASC also offers course based support which provides students with tutoring services, supplemental instruction and a writing and media center.

Kramer thinks that many students do not realize the extensive amount of academic assistance services that ISU has to offer.

“I think that ISU has a lot of positive services that can help when students become overwhelmed with what they need to do,” Kramer said. “And the university does a great job of engaging students with peer mentors, academic advisers and helping to build the environment to allow students to reach out to their own academic contacts.”

Kramer said she may not always have all the right answers.

“Despite that, she is willing to do whatever it takes to help students improve their academics.

“I don’t care if I have to make 750 phone calls to get to the bottom of things, I’ll do everything I can to help a student succeed,” Kramer said.
DES MOINES — On a chilly Saturday night, hundreds of supporters and protesters lined the street of University Avenue along the campus of Drake University in Des Moines for the ABC Republican Debate.

The debate opened with a series of short introductions from several Iowa leaders including Iowa Republican Governor Terry Branstad, Iowa Republican Party Chairman Matt Strawn, and the president of Drake University, David Maxwell. Branstad and Strawn stressed the importance of Iowa’s first-in-the-nation caucus, while Maxwell gave his praise to the candidates and the school.

After a brief technical transfer, the mics were handed over to ABC moderators George Stephanopoulos and Diane Sawyer who introduced the six presidential candidates as they approached the stage and the debate began. The debate immediately shifted its focus to jobs and the economy as Sawyer asked the candidates how the way would get America back on track.

“I understand where jobs are created, they’re not creating in government, they’re not created in Washington,” said former Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney. “We need to have trade policies that make sense for America.”

“I would like to cut $1 trillion in the first year,” said Texas Congressman Ron Paul. “That is the biggest culprit.”

Other candidates also stressed similar positions including tax cuts for both individuals and businesses, repealing Obamacare, and getting rid of regulations that many of the candidates felt were holding back businesses from growing and creating jobs.

The next question of the night focused on the debate going on in Washington over extending the tax cuts for the middle class, which are set to expire on December 31. The candidates expressed differing views on the issue, which represented the first real divide of the night among the candidates.

“This is just a band-aid. We need to figure out how we are going to make America competitive again,” Romney said. “The right course for America is to have a president who understands the economy.”

Former Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum had a different take.

“We are going to have a serious debate about how to fix social security,” Santorum said. “You either care about social security and you fund it, or you don’t.”

Romney tried to take a swipe at former House Speaker Newt Gingrich early in the debate by mentioning how Gingrich was a life-long Washington insider, both during and after his time as a Georgia congressman. However, Gingrich immediately struck back by saying Romney would have been a career-long politician if he had not lost an election to Ted Kennedy in 1994.
This year’s test, which measured a random sampling of fourth and eighth grade students from each of the 50 states, plus the District of Columbia and Department of Defense-run military schools, in the areas of mathematics and reading, showed that on average the national scores were rising while Iowa’s scores remained at the same levels they had been for the past 20 years.

Iowa’s fourth graders ranked 20 out of 52 in mathematics and 29 out of 52 in reading, while the state’s eighth graders ranked 25 out of 52 in mathematics and 32 out of 52 in reading. Twenty years ago, Iowa students were at the top of these rankings.

Iowa administrators are not only hoping education reform occurs in K-12 schools, but also at the university and college levels, where future teachers of Iowa are developing the skills to become quality education leaders.

“I think the lack of focus from the state level on educational change is what we haven’t had for 15 years, and now we’ve had it. It makes some people uncomfortable, but it needs to occur,” said Gary Richardson, superintendent of MOC-Floyd Valley Schools. He believes one important step in this reform is to start having conversations with undergraduate and graduate level institutions.

“There needs to be more of a conversation between the K-12 and the 13-16 as to what is to be expected,” said Richardson.

Richardson thinks there are currently problems with Iowa’s education system, and these problems need to be addressed.

“There is very little dialogue between the two-year and four-year universities and what is being taught in high school. All you hear about is the complaints that kids can’t do college work. Well, what is it that we need to do better? Or is it on your end?” Richardson said, who right now is also the superintendent of West Sioux Community Schools.

Elementary school principal for Rock Valley Community School District, Don Ortmann, also believes universities need to pay closer attention to K-12 schools. Ortmann hopes universities begin to take a closer look at their student expectations.

“I think all students of education are in class fewer days and hours than our K-12 students. Does that make sense? Is that helping them to be a better educator? Is it helping them to be a teacher until he/she steps foot in a classroom outside of the role of a student. Therefore, it’s important to spend time in the classroom with effective teachers and clear-set goals,” said Elizabeth Anderson, sophomore in elementary education. She believes the more hours in the classroom the better, but administrators need to make sure to balance the requirements.

Ortmann thinks Iowa’s new requirement is a great concept, but there would have to be several changes made to universities’ existing plans, and several new issues would need to be addressed.

“Do we have too many students getting their teacher endorsements to make this logistically possible to implement a year-long apprenticeship? Should colleges and universities be more selective in who they allow into their schools of education especially in fields where there is an abundance of applicants like elementary education?” Ortmann said.

In October of this year, Gov. Terry Branstad and Lt. Gov. Kim Reynolds introduced their “blueprint” on how to restore Iowa’s education system and compete with students, not at only a national level, but on a global one as well. This “blueprint” calls for reform focusing on teachers and principals, student expectations and achievement measures and education innovation.

“Our goal is lofty: Bring Iowa’s schools on par with the highest-performing education systems in the world,” wrote Jason Glass, director the Iowa Department of Education, in the conclusion to his proposal, titled “One Unshakable Vision: World-Class Schools for Iowa.”

“Achieving the goal of creating world-class schools will not happen overnight. It will take a sustained effort that withstands the winds of political change. The journey should begin now with Iowans’ renewed commitment to giving our children the best possible education,” Glass continued. “That moment is upon us.”

After graduating with a degree in elementary education, Elizabeth Anderson hopes to work alongside individuals who are good communicators, organized, positive, have good classroom management skills, are fair, open, caring, high goal setters and also fun.

She said the most important quality in any teacher, though, is “knowing that each student has a full potential to do anything, and I need to help them get there.”

Nazism functioning as a major political movement.

Kim reviewed the results of Russia’s recent parliamentary elections, saying that he wasn’t aware of Nazism-spousing leaders gaining elected office in the country.

As long as this is the case, he said, neo-Nazis won’t pose a major threat to Russia’s social stability.

Like Kim, Ivan Martirosov rates the true extent of neo-Nazi influence in Russia as minimal.

“I think with years and years, it’s actually getting more dissipated,” Ivan said.

But the movement’s relative lack of power doesn’t make him hate it any less. “I hope it’s destroyed,” he said.
STUDENTS:
Tell the Daily!
Entries due by noon, December 16.
Winners announced on February 28.

Also vote online at: iowastatedaily.com/student_choice

Food
Best sit down restaurant
Best place to take a first date
Best carry out or delivery food
Best fast food
Best place to get lunch for under $10
Best place to get breakfast
Best place to get a late-night meal
Best place to get sushi
Best place to get a burger
Best place to get Asian
Best place to get Mexican
Best place to get Italian
Best sandwich shop
Best bakery
Best chicken wings
Best pizza
Best french fries
Favorite drunk food
Favorite healthy snack

The 4-1-1
Best house for house parties
Best place to have sex
Best place to gossip with friends
Best place to “people-watch”
Best thing to happen to Ames in past year

Nightlife
Best bar for karaoke
Best song to get ready to
Favorite bar for dancing
Best bar to hang out with friends
Best sports bar
Best place to hear live music

Lifestyle
Best bank
Best property management
Best grocery store
Best place to get your car serviced

Column continued on next page
Best frozen treat
Best restaurant service

Drinks
Best cafe
Best place for happy hour
Best place to get margaritas
Best “hole-in-the-wall” bar
Best liquor Store
Favorite beer
Favorite mixed drink
Favorite wine

Fashion and Beauty
Best place to get a spray tan
Best place to get a tan
Best salon
Best barber shop
Best place to get a manicure/pedicure
Best apparel shop
Best place to buy jeans
Best place to buy Iowa State gear
Best jeweler
Best consignment store

Health and Fitness
Best overall fitness center
Best golf course
Gym with the hottest guys
Gym with the hottest girls
Best place for dentistry
Best place to visit a chiropractor
Favorite fitness class
Favorite fitness instructor
Best healthcare center

Campus
Best place to nap on campus
Best ISU tradition
Best residence hall
Best dining center
Best ISU sports team
Best class to take at ISU
Favorite professor

Form Drop off locations
- MU main lounge (near post office)
- MU east student office space (across from Panda Express)
- Parks Library (1st floor near stairwell)
- the Daily (108 Hamilton Hall)
Students encouraged to caucus this January

Voting enables students’ voices to help decide ‘volatile’ GOP race

By David Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

As finals descend this week, the ISU student is transitioning between anguish over tests and relief that they are almost over.

This phenomenon gets to the best of students, but there is still something to look forward to: the Iowa Caucuses.

With less than a month before the Iowa Caucuses are to be held on Jan. 3, 2012, it is important that every student be given the correct information on what the caucuses are, why they are important and how they can participate.

The Iowa Caucuses are the first-in-the-nation step to selecting a presidential nominee for both the Republican and Democratic Parties.

In the months that lead up to the Jan. 3 date, prominent presidential candidates, in this case Republicans, will spend substantial amounts of time and money in the state of Iowa trying to convince Iowa voters why they should be their party’s nominee to run for president against Barack Obama in 2012.

Through a series of debates, polls, campaigning, ads and phone calls, each candidate hopes that their efforts will motivate enough supporters to attend the caucus on Jan. 3 to vote for them.

“The Iowa Caucus is important in the presidential nomination process because it is able to weed out nonviable candidates from the rest of the field,” said David Peterson, associate professor in political science. “Students are especially important because they are able to set someone up to succeed or to fail. They can give someone like Ron Paul a strong lift.”

On the evening of Jan. 3, every registered Iowa Republican or Democrat over the age of 18 will be able to attend their local precinct caucus to vote for their favorite candidate.

The Republican Party has yet to release the locations of its precincts in Ames — Iowa State will keep students updated on status of locations — but the Democratic Party has announced that they will hold their caucus 3 at 5:30 p.m. in the Ames High School cafeteria.

From there, the voting begins.

Democrats and Republicans have different ways of conducting their caucuses, but overall, the outcome is the same.

For Republicans, who will actually be selecting from more than one candidate this year, they will attend their designated local precinct caucus and vote by secret ballot for their favorite presidential candidate.

Votes will then be sent to the Republican Party headquarters where the popular vote for the entire state will be calculated and reported to the media, which quickly announces a winner for the state.

At the same time, delegates from local precinct caucuses attend county conventions where delegates are again selected to attend district and then the state convention where Iowa will formally select a winner and send delegates to represent Iowa at the national convention later in the year where a presidential nominee is formally chosen.

Iowa State students can easily participate in the caucuses whether they are in Ames or back home, as long as they are members of their respective party.

If students choose to stay in Ames, they will be able to find out soon enough the location of their local precinct caucus around campus, attend and vote without any issue.

The same is true for students who go home and attend their own local precinct caucuses.

“There’s still a lot of volatility left in the race,” said Dianne Bystrom, director of the Carrie Chapman-Catt Center. “And if students want their voices heard, then they need to show up and vote.”

Young voters tend to get overlooked by many candidates during the campaign process, but more recently the young vote is becoming more and more important as many students and young people feel that the downed economy will have a real impact on their futures.

This is why it is so important that Iowa State students participate in the caucuses and then vote in the general elections next November.

“Young voters always seem to be excited to vote, but nobody really believes that they will show up,” Peterson said.

Drawing on that, it needs to be said that this is a time when young voters can prove everyone else wrong and make a difference.

And that difference can start right here at Iowa State where students may participate in the democratic process and actually make a difference in their government.

“There seems to be a disconnect between young people and the rest of the electorate,” Bystrom said. “But what young people need to realize is that their votes count, and they should be out there demanding that their voices are heard.”
Michele Bachmann is a woman of great intelligence, character and perseverance, as she has shown throughout this presidential race. She is more than meets the eye, and embraces the Midwest spirit that all candidates should get a taste of.

Bachmann has kept her morals and ethics consistent during this long campaign process, which is something that quite obviously most candidates can’t say at this point.

In my opinion, if she was elected president, Bachmann has the best assets to pull America through this politically and economically low point.

What she puts most of her emphasis on is reducing taxes and reforming the health care system. Bachmann wants to return to a more simple way of government where Congress is much less invasive of citizens’ private lives.

This goes hand-in-hand with the fact that she wants to leave the market as it is, and in turn the economy will work itself out. “We’re in a state of crisis where our nation is literally ripping apart at the seams right now, and lawlessness is occurring from one ocean to the other. And we’re seeing the fulfillment of the Book of Judges here in our own time, where every man doing that which is right in his own eyes — in other words, anarchy,” congresswoman Bachmann stated in a radio program in 2007.

This quote helps to embrace what she truly thinks this country has come to.

I think her religious background is a breath of fresh air through the campaign.

Bachmann is not afraid to speak what is on her mind. When she does, however, she does so in a respectful, honorable manner towards her audience.

I find that her charisma is the most intriguing thing about her, and that she genuinely cares about the well-being of everyone.

It is rare to find a candidate that wants small businesses and middle class families to come out of the process on top. But ultimately, that is what she is fighting for.

Bachmann wants there to be a country with Republican values or notions, instead of the Democratic ideals we are currently experiencing.
POLICIES:

By David Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

ABORTION

All forms of taxpayer subsidies for abortion should be eliminated, including federal support for Planned Parenthood. The “Mexico City Policy,” which bans funding to organizations that promote and/or perform abortions overseas, should be reinstated.

EDUCATION

Parents should have the right to pick which school is right for their children. Pell Grant-style system should be instituted for K-12 students, including home-schooled children. The Department of Education should be shrunk substantially and accountability should be handed over to local and state education.

GAY MARRIAGE

Marriage is between a man and a woman. For all of recorded history, marriage has been defined that way and there is no reason to change that because gay marriage fundamentally goes against everything we know.

HEALTH CARE

President Obama’s health care bill should be immediately repealed. Health insurance should be made more affordable and more portable by giving Americans the option of receiving a generous tax credit or allowing them to purchase insurance across state lines. Strong investments should be made in research for health solutions.

IMMIGRATION

Controlling the United States border is a matter of national security. Border control strategy should include aerial drone flights, strategic fencing and greater communication between state and federal authorities. American visa process should be streamlined and simplified. Path to earned legality for some of the millions of people who are here outside the law needs to be created.

MILITARY/FOREIGN POLICY

The United States must develop a grand strategy for defeating radical Islam instead of treating Iraq, Afghanistan and other areas as if there are isolated incidents. Military force must be used judiciously and with clear, obtainable objectives understood by Congress.

TAXES/ECONOMY

Implementing a bold series of tax cuts will make the United States the most desirable location for new business investment. By moving toward an optional flat tax rate of 15 percent, it will simplify the tax system without unfairly targeting the poor. Fundamental reform of entitlement programs and spending cuts are essential to balancing the federal budget and growing the economy.

“Internet information came from either the candidate’s website or a statement made in a GOP debate.”

NEWT GINGRICH

By Ashley Seaton
@iowastatedaily.com

Birthday: June 17, 1943

Family: Gingrich and his wife Callista have two daughters and two grandchildren.

College: Received a bachelor’s degree in history at Emory University and a master’s and doctorate in modern European history from Tulane University.

Pre-congressional career: Taught history and environmental studies at West Georgia College.

Congressional career: Georgia Congressman and four-year Speaker of the House

Trail dates
Dec. 12
- Manchester, New Hampshire
- Attending a Lincoln Douglas-style debate with Jon Huntsman.

Dec. 14
- Des Moines
- Attending Mike Huckabee’s screening of the documentary “Gift of Life.”

Dec. 15
- Des Moines
- Attending the Republican presidential debate hosted by the Iowa Republican Party and Fox News.

INTERNATIONAL VIEWS:

Gingrich calls Palestinians ‘invented people’

By the CNN Wire staff

Senior Palestinian leaders on Saturday strongly criticized comments by Republican presidential frontrunner Newt Gingrich that the Palestinians are an “invented” people, calling them ignorant and racist.

Top Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat said the Gingrich remark was “the most racist statement I’ve ever seen.”

Erekat, who has negotiated in talks with Israel and the United States, said the remarks show “how really despicable things can get” in American politics.

“Such thinking should be an alarm and concern for the world,” Erekat said.

Gingrich made the comments in an interview that aired Friday with The Jewish Channel, a U.S. cable channel.

“I believe that the Jewish people have the right to have a state,” Gingrich said in the cable channel interview. “Remember, there was no Palestine as a state. It was part of the Ottoman Empire. And I think that we’ve had an invented Palestinian people, who are in fact Arabs, who are historically part of the Arab community.”

He added, “And they had a chance to go many places and for a variety of political reasons, we have sustained this war against Israel now since the 1940s. I think it’s tragic.”

His comments, seemingly off the path from United States foreign policy supporting a two-state solution in the Middle East, come days after Gingrich attended a forum.

The forum was sponsored by the Republican Jewish Coalition in Washington, D.C., and as the current crop of GOP candidates compete for the Jewish vote.

Palestinians including Prime Minister Salam Fayyad said Gingrich needs to reexamine the history books.

“The Palestinian people inhabited the land since the dawn of history, and intend to remain in it until the end times,” Fayyad said Saturday at an event in the West Bank city of Ramallah. “People like Gingrich must consult history, as it seems that all what he knows about the region is the history of the Ottoman era.”

An executive committee member of the Palestine Liberation Organization, Hanan Ashrawi, said Gingrich has “lost touch with reality.”

CNN’s Kevin Flower, Ashley Killough and Rachel Streitfeld contributed to this report.

COMMENTARY: ‘Ruthless’ Gingrich rises to top of Iowa polls

Newton Leroy “Newt” Gingrich is the former Speaker of the House of Representatives. He helped craft the 1994 Contract with America, which propelled the GOP to a majority in the House for the first time in 40 years.

Gingrich was called a “bomb thrower” because his politics were so ruthless. Gingrich’s abrasive style eventually forced him to resign from his position as Speaker. He was all but written off as a contender for 2012, but recovered after good performances in debates.

Gingrich’s personal life (three divorces and two affairs) and his lobbying for the health care industry and Fannie Mae may still give him trouble in the race.

Gingrich had risen to top of the field with 25 percent in the latest Des Moines Register poll. He is now also seen as a real threat to Mitt Romney and a potentially powerful contender against President Barack Obama.

Steffen Schmidt is a professor of political science at Iowa State University.
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Implementing a bold series of tax cuts will make the United States the most desirable location for new business investment. By moving toward an optional flat tax rate of 15 percent, it will simplify the tax system without unfairly targeting the poor. Fundamental reform of entitlement programs and spending cuts are essential to balancing the federal budget and growing the economy.

“Internet information came from either the candidate’s website or a statement made in a GOP debate.”

NEWT GINGRICH

By Ashley Seaton
@iowastatedaily.com

Birthday: June 17, 1943

Family: Gingrich and his wife Callista have two daughters and two grandchildren.

College: Received a bachelor’s degree in history at Emory University and a master’s and doctorate in modern European history from Tulane University.

Pre-congressional career: Taught history and environmental studies at West Georgia College.

Congressional career: Georgia Congressman and four-year Speaker of the House

Trail dates
Dec. 12
- Manchester, New Hampshire
- Attending a Lincoln Douglas-style debate with Jon Huntsman.

Dec. 14
- Des Moines
- Attending Mike Huckabee’s screening of the documentary “Gift of Life.”

Dec. 15
- Des Moines
- Attending the Republican presidential debate hosted by the Iowa Republican Party and Fox News.

INTERNATIONAL VIEWS:

Gingrich calls Palestinians ‘invented people’

By the CNN Wire staff

Senior Palestinian leaders on Saturday strongly criticized comments by Republican presidential frontrunner Newt Gingrich that the Palestinians are an “invented” people, calling them ignorant and racist.

Top Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat said the Gingrich remark was “the most racist statement I’ve ever seen.”

Erekat, who has negotiated in talks with Israel and the United States, said the remarks show “how really despicable things can get” in American politics.

“Such thinking should be an alarm and concern for the world,” Erekat said.

Gingrich made the comments in an interview that aired Friday with The Jewish Channel, a U.S. cable channel.

“I believe that the Jewish people have the right to have a state,” Gingrich said in the cable channel interview. “Remember, there was no Palestine as a state. It was part of the Ottoman Empire. And I think that we’ve had an invented Palestinian people, who are in fact Arabs, who are historically part of the Arab community.”

He added, “And they had a chance to go many places and for a variety of political reasons, we have sustained this war against Israel now since the 1940s. I think it’s tragic.”

His comments, seemingly off the path from United States foreign policy supporting a two-state solution in the Middle East, come days after Gingrich attended a forum.

The forum was sponsored by the Republican Jewish Coalition in Washington, D.C., and as the current crop of GOP candidates compete for the Jewish vote.

Palestinians including Prime Minister Salam Fayyad said Gingrich needs to reexamine the history books.

“The Palestinian people inhabited the land since the dawn of history, and intend to remain in it until the end times,” Fayyad said Saturday at an event in the West Bank city of Ramallah. “People like Gingrich must consult history, as it seems that all what he knows about the region is the history of the Ottoman era.”

An executive committee member of the Palestine Liberation Organization, Hanan Ashrawi, said Gingrich has “lost touch with reality.”

CNN’s Kevin Flower, Ashley Killough and Rachel Streitfeld contributed to this report.
POLICIES:

By David Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

ABORTION

Right to life amendment should be put into the United States Constitution. Several additional steps can be taken including making second-trimester abortions illegal, parental permission requirement for abortion and, if Roe v. Wade were overturned, outright banning abortion altogether.

EDUCATION

The entire United States education system should be localized as much as possible; the federal government should keep away from trying to micromanage the education of our children. Early learning, especially in math and languages, should be thoroughly stressed in our schools’ curricula.

GAY MARRIAGE

Traditional marriage should first and foremost be respected but also should civil unions. However, the final legal decision for same-sex civil union should ultimately be left up to individual states.

HEALTH CARE

President Obama’s health care reform bill should be rolled back and stripped down. The federal government has no business in enforcing individual mandates upon its citizens. Market-based, consumer-empowering legislation is what needs to drive America’s healthcare system.

IMMIGRATION

There has to be a solution to illegal immigrants rather than sending back the more than 10 million who are already here. However, first and foremost, the United States needs to secure its borders through fences, technology and deployment of National Guard troops.

MILITARY/FOREIGN POLICY

The United States needs to sustain its pre-eminence as a force of good. Additionally, America needs to reaffirm its commitment to its traditional allies as well as reaching out to rising powers like India and China. Creating a modern defense and military is essential to preparing for future wars and dealing with a Pacific-centric century.

ECONOMY

American businesses suffer from the second-highest corporate tax rate in the world. High marginal tax rates also negatively impact small businesses and they must be reduced for America to compete in the 21st century. Also, the Environmental Protection Agency’s jobs-killing regulations must be reined in.

This information came from either the candidate’s website or a statement made in a GOP debate.

COMMENTARY:

Huntsman’s politics deserve further attention

Jon Huntsman was touted a few months ago as the “51-year-old former governor of Utah [who] officially announced his much-anticipated entry into the presidential race with the Statue of Liberty spectacularly serving as the backdrop. The highly rated and charismatic Republican technocrat is considered by many in Washington as one of most dangerous dark horses in the race, and is one of the few capable of unseating President Obama.”

He recently served as U.S. ambassador to China.

However, his more moderate positions on many issues have left him dangling alone and not getting any traction with the conservative republican base.

He has decided to skip the Iowa caucuses and bank on the New Hampshire primary as his best bet, but is lagging in all the polls.

In Iowa poll numbers, he has risen to 2 percent at the bottom of the list.

Steffen Schmidt is a professor of political science at Iowa State University

Brendan Knepper is a senior in history, political science and religious studies

Huntsman was able to pass the largest tax cut in Utah’s history. He implemented market-based health care reform that didn’t require individual mandate. Huntsman chose to cut government waste and pushed for government efficiency. As a result, Utah was the No. 1 state in the nation with job creation during his tenure as governor. If elected, Huntsman would seek to end crony capitalism by eliminating ‘too big to fail.’ He is also the only candidate to have his economic plan endorsed by the Wall Street Journal. His plan is to overhaul the cumbersome tax system by reducing the corporate tax from 35 to 25 percent, and eliminating the capital gains and dividends tax. He would seek to repeal regulations such as Obamacare and Dodd/Frank.

Additionally, Huntsman would seek to reign in the Environmental Protection Agency, which has killed many jobs in the energy sector.

Huntsman’s conservative record is perhaps one of the best kept secrets of the race. He has always been consistently pro-life and pro-gun. He does differ from some of the contenders in his belief in civil unions for homosexual couples and that man contributes to global warming. However, he does not believe that the United States should use cap and trade policies which would only stifle economic growth, instead favoring tax incentives for businesses to become more environmentally friendly. Unlike other candidates, Huntsman stands on his principles, even if another position is more politically expedient.

Republicans need a candidate that can bring people from all walks of life together. He should be the one to lead the GOP against President Obama in 2012.
POLICIES:
By David Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

ABORTION
Life begins at conception, therefore life should be defined this way by passing a “Sanctity of Life Act.” By effectively repealing Roe v. Wade and preventing activist judges from interfering with state decisions, abortion can be removed from federal jurisdiction.

EDUCATION
No big government spending program can or will solve our nation’s education problems; one-size-fits-all central planning simply does not work. Therefore, the Department of Education needs to be eliminated and home-schooling and educational freedom efforts must be supported.

GAY MARRIAGE
The federal government should have no business in defining marriage. Whether defined as a union between one man and one woman or anything else, recognizing or legislating marriages should be left to the states and not subjected to judicial activism.

HEALTH CARE
It is unconstitutional that the federal government mandate that all Americans must carry only government-approved health insurances and therefore President Obama’s health care plan must be repealed. Tax credits and deductions should be provided for all medical expenses.

IMMIGRATION
Instead of policing the world, America’s borders are what need to be secured the most. No amnesty shall be given to illegal immigrants, birth-right citizenship must end and the protection of lawful immigrants must be upheld.

MILITARY/FOREIGN POLICY
By acting as the world’s police man and nation-building, the United States is becoming weaker. The United States ought to avoid expensive and catastrophic wars and American soldiers should only be sent to fight where there is a clear mission with all the tools necessary to accomplish it and bring them home. The Constitution must be the only means through which the United States declares war and captures or kills terrorist leaders.

TAXES/ECONOMY
Keeping taxes this high in a down economy would be a mistake. A liberty amendment should be added to the Constitution whereby income, death and capital gains taxes would be completely eliminated. Additionally, the federal budget should be balanced at every session and U.S. financial support of Israel.

COMMUNITY: Ron Paul understands purpose of government
Ron Paul knows that our presence overseas hurts our national defense and weakens our economy. He opposes free trade with all countries and neutrality in foreign affairs would eliminate much of the hostility towards us by other nations. The three motives given by bin Laden and the 9/11 commission for the attacks on 9/11 were: sanctions imposed on Iran, the presence of U.S. military in Saudi Arabia and U.S. financial support of Israel. Historically, countries that remain neutral in foreign affairs have been attacked far less frequently than those engaged in building empires.

In 2007, Paul predicted that Obama was not being honest and did not plan on sticking to the 16-month time frame to withdraw troops from Iraq. Ron Paul has been spreading the same message for over 30 years, and he correctly predicted much of what has happened to America.

Ron Paul builds solid support with eclectic Republicans
Texas Congressman Ron Paul has been a contender for president for several rounds. He has a Ronald Reagan-like style and likability.

He also has a passionate following of often-younger voters who support his libertarian revolution of smaller government, more personal freedom (no Patriot Act and other intrusive information gathering) and opposition to foreign wars, assassinations of foreign leaders and torture.

While some of his positions don’t fit at all with the Iowa conservative Republican base, he has built a solid support from a growing number of more eclectic Republicans and this has earned him an 18 percent poll position in second place in Iowa.

In another Iowa poll, he was at 20.4 percent. Some believe that in the end he could win the Iowa caucuses. He also has solid backing in New Hampshire, the second big political event.
POLICIES:

By David.Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

ABORTION

Life begins at conception. A real solution to the issue is a ban on tax dollars for abortion and a human life amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Only judges who have demonstrated a strong commitment to the Constitution and interpreting the law as written will be appointed to the Supreme Court.

EDUCATION

The federal government should have very little say in the education of our children. That being said, the Department of Education must be eliminated and parents should have the right to choose what education is best for their children, whether that be home, public, charter or private school through the use of a voucher system.

GAY MARRIAGE

Traditional marriage should be strongly protected. As the state Defense of Marriage Act was signed and a marriage amendment was supported by me in the Texas state constitution, the same would be done as president.

HEALTH CARE

President Obama’s misguided, unconstitutional and unsustainable health care plan must be immediately repeated. The best way to improve health care is to stimulate job creation so more Americans are covered by employer-sponsored health plans, as well as seriously reform Medicare and Medicaid to ensure the wise use of tax dollars and increase quality of care.

IMMIGRATION

Building a strategic fence, deploying troops, using aviation assets and working with Mexico will ensure that our borders will be safe. Children of illegal aliens also deserve to be educated because if they don’t, they will become a drain on society.

MILITARY/FOREIGN POLICY

Our adversaries and allies alike must know that the United States seeks peace from a position of strength. We must strengthen our diplomatic relationships and stand firm with our allies against our common enemies. Additionally, we need to ensure that America has the resources to maintain a strong, modern defense and presence to defend our interests around the globe.

TAXES/ECONOMY

The Cut, Balance and Grow plan will ensure that America’s economy gets back on track. By cutting taxes and slashing spending, we will be able to balance the federal budget by 2020 and grow millions of jobs. Also, the entire tax code and job-killing regulations will be thrown out and replaced by a 20 percent flat tax system that can be filed on a postcard, which will out and replaced by a 20 percent flat tax system and job-killing regulations will be thrown by a 20 percent flat tax system.

Rick Perry has been overlooked by many conservative Iowans due to his poor debate performances, but this is a mistake.

Herman Cain, soon to be followed by former House Speaker Gingrich, received a lot of Perry’s former supporters.

With Cain out, that leaves two people to compare Gov. Perry to: Gingrich and Obama.

The comparison with the president is a very good one for the governor.

He has created numerous jobs, and has arguably made Texas one of the most economically sound states in the nation.

Perry is a true Washington outsider where the Speaker has spent most of his time there.

He went on record as recently as 2007 stating his support for a Medicare voucher program, but in a effort to sound intellectual threw Paul Ryan, a true conservative, under the bus.

Republicans are supposed to be the party of family and morality, but again Gingrich falls short.

Gingrich is on his third wife and certainly wasn’t faithful to the other two.

Rick Perry, on the other hand, has always had a great relationship with his wife.

That’s also not to count out the fact that Gingrich is the only speaker in history to be found guilty of ethics violations.

Despite that, we are supposed to take him at his word that he gets paid millions of dollars for “history lessons” from companies raking in billions of dollars from the tax payers.

If Americans want the same as we have now, big business and big government working together while the tax payers suffer, then Newt Gingrich will be the best choice.

Otherwise we should look at the records of some politicians outside of Washington.
POLICIES:
By David Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

ABORTION
Abortion should be limited to only instances of rape, incest or to save the life of the mother. Roe v. Wade was a bad decision that needs to be reversed by appointing judges who adhere to the Constitution and the laws as they are written. Every possible step will be taken to promote a culture of life in America.

EDUCATION
Teachers’ unions have had a negative impact on our schools and the education of our children. Also, education has to be held at the local and state levels, not the federal level. We need to get the federal government out of education. The best option for improving academic success is getting the best teachers, so we should insist that teachers get evaluated to ensure that the unsuccessful ones are removed from the classroom.

GAY MARRIAGE
Marriage should be defined as a relationship between one man and one woman. This should be decided at the federal level. People move from state to state and marriage should be something that is constant across the country. There should be a federal amendment to the Constitution to establish this.

HEALTH CARE
An immediate repeal of President Obama’s health care plan should be adopted and, in place, a series of health care reforms to lower costs and empower states to craft their own health care solutions should be undertaken. These state incentives to make market-based reforms will bring down the cost of health care while improving the quality of it.

IMMIGRATION
We can secure our borders through means of fences, but the visa process is broken. By granting amnesty, we will only encourage more to come here illegally. We need to develop alien employment cards so all immigrants who want to come and work here legally can do so without having to revert to illegal means of getting into the country.

MILITARY/FOREIGN POLICY
The right course for us is to stand behind our friends, to listen to them and to let the entire world know that we will stay with them. Also, it is unacceptable for Iran to become a nuclear nation. The best ally world peace has ever known is a strong America.

TAXES/ECONOMY
While it is necessary for the moment to maintain current tax rates on personal income, we need to pursue a conservative overhaul of the tax system over the long term that includes lower, flatter rates on a broader base. Also, by reducing the corporate tax rate to 25 percent and promoting free trade and free market policies at home and abroad, we will create more American jobs and help the American economy get back on track.

“...This information came from either the candidate’s website or a statement made in a GOP debate.

COMMENTS:

by Ashley Seaton
@iowastatedaily.com

Trail dates
Dec. 14
- New York City
- Hosting four fundraisers.
Dec. 15
- Des Moines
- Attending the Republican presidential debate hosted by the Iowa Republican Party and Fox News.

Mitt Romney

Mitt Romney

By Ashley Seaton
@iowastatedaily.com

Birthday: March 12, 1947
Family: Romney married his wife, Ann, in 1969. They have five sons and 16 grandchildren.
College: Graduated from Brigham Young University and earned dual degrees at Harvard in both law and business.
Pre-congressional career: Business consultant and later CEO of Bain and Company. He is also the founder of Bain Capital.
Political career: Governor of Massachusetts

Strong debate performances result in great voter support

Former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney has been the steady 25 percent of Republican voters’ choice for most of the political season. He has been criticized for flip-flopping on such issues as abortion, federal spending for stimulus and especially RomneyCare, his Massachusetts mandatory health insurance coverage law.

Romney’s campaign strategy was to basically skip Iowa and concentrate on winning big in New Hampshire, where he has a natural “neighbor” (Massachusetts) advantage. He has also largely avoided the news media and given very few interviews.

Romney’s debate performances have been strong. However, as the Iowa caucuses closed in, he became snitty with a news reporter who was interviewing him and there are signs that his campaign is now worried about Newt Gingrich beating him in Iowa. He appears to be ramping up his effort in the Hawkeye State. In the latest Iowa poll, he was in third place with 16 percent.

Governor Romney came into the national spotlight in the 2008 presidential election where he distinguished himself as one of the top candidates of the Republican Party. He established himself from the beginning as he developed and reiterated his three main points of strengthening our economy, our military, and our families.

Mitt Romney is a man of great compassion whose moral values are pointed in the right direction. His no-nonsense business approach to government is a welcomed sight. With Mitt Romney’s strong leadership and experience, he is no doubt the candidate this country desires.
POLICIES:

By David Bartholomew
@iowastatedaily.com

ABORTION
Life begins at conception. That means that abortion should not be an option even in instances of rape and incest. That child did nothing wrong and it is inhumane to punish such an innocent human life.

EDUCATION
The current state of education is not serving its customers: the parents. Parents are told to rely upon public schools to properly educate their children and this is simply wrong. Freedom of school choice is something that should be allowed for everyone of all classes.

GAY MARRIAGE
Marriage is a union of one man and one woman. This is why it is necessary for the United States to have a federal marriage amendment added to the Constitution. This will stop courts from redefining what has always been traditional marriage in this country.

HEALTH CARE
We need to repeal Obama’s health care plan. Private sector insurance is a system that works and needs only to be expanded because a one-size-fits-all federal health care program cannot and will not work.

IMMIGRATION
Immigration is an important part of the life blood of this country, but we have a problem of an insecure border. We need to build more fences and use personnel and technology to assist in maintaining them, as well as establishing English as the official language of the United States.

MILITARY/FOREIGN POLICY
We cannot back down from those who wish to destroy America. We are not fighting a War on Terror, we are fighting a War on Radical Islam and we have to be honest about that. This is why we need to maintain a strong military in the face of threats like Iran, Syria and others and preserve the greatness that is American exceptionalism.

TAXES/ECONOMY
Americans ought to keep as much of their hard-earned dollars as possible. The Bush tax cuts in 2001 and 2003 were necessary to keep the burden off of small businesses and create jobs and that is something we need to continue. Additionally, we need to reform the broken entitlement system that are the main drivers of debt today in order to save our exceptionalism.

“*This information came from either the candidate’s website or a statement made in a GOP debate.*

COMMENTARY:

Santorum just has not ‘set the GOP base on fire’

Former Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum has been largely overlooked by the media.
He has been portrayed as the “young guy” at the end of the row of debate podiums.
Up until now, he has not gotten much traction in the 2012 presidential campaign process.
Santorum is the only one of the seven Republicans running for president who has visited all 99 Iowa counties.
He should have a good base of contacts for caucus night.
He touts himself as a pure social conservative.
He appears not to have any great, apparent negatives, has not had divorces or affairs but just has not set the GOP base on fire.

In the latest poll, he came in with six percent, near the end of the field of contenders.

Santorum shows breadth, depth of knowledge

When I choose what candidate deserves my support, I predominantly look to two factors: how qualified and how consistent they are. Rick Santorum gets an A+ in both of these categories. Because he has served as one of the top ranking senators and chaired the armed services committee, no one has more breadth and depth of knowledge.

Serving as a U.S. senator, no one fought as passionately as Rick Santorum. Whether it was relentlessly speaking for hours late into the night about his personal convictions on the issue of abortion or drawing sharp criticism because of his statements about potential threats to American security, he was never shy or cautious.

Santorum is radically different than what we have now and uncompromising in his beliefs, but he is certainly no radical. He has been well received by many Democrats and Republicans alike during the course of his many campaigns. Focusing on improving the manufacturing sector is not a strictly free market position and, as such, is certainly no hardline partisan stance.

Maintaining the same definition of marriage that has been beneficially used in Eastern and Western civilization for the past 1,000 years is certainly no radical proposition, though it is treated as such by his often vicious opponents.

Republicans want a winner, and Rick Santorum has developed a style that successfully wins in Democrat territory. Key to this ability is his strong support for manufacturing jobs, a stand which is certainly not lost on blue-collar “Reagan Democrats.” This is the reason he was able to beat three incumbent Democrats.

No matter who we pick, there will be no easy fix to the troubles we now face. Rick Santorum is not a messiah; he is a good man who doesn’t change his positions to suit his interests, a fact that cost him dearly in the leftist climate of 2006. He never quits, he fights, and he understands what makes America uniquely great.

Santorum has as much understanding of the gears and mechanics of policy-making as any and he is — in this humble student’s opinion — a needed change to the phonies that pervade in our national politics today. Look for him to turn some heads this January.

By Ashley Seaton
@iowastatedaily.com

Trail dates

Dec. 14
- Des Moines
- Attending Mike Huckabee’s screening of the anti-documentary “Gift of Life.”

Dec. 15
- Sioux City
- Attending the Republican presidential debate hosted by the Iowa Republican Party and Fox News.

Dec. 27
- New York City
- Attending a forum hosted by Donald Trump.

By Ashley Seaton
@iowastatedaily.com

Birthday: May 10, 1958
Family: Santorum and his wife Karen have seven children.
College: Received a Bachelor of Political Science degree at Pennsylvania State University and later an MBA from the University of Pittsburgh and law degree from Dickinson School of Law.
Pre-congressional career: Lawyer at Kirkpatrick & Lockhart and New York Times bestselling author.
Political career: Former Pennsylvania congressman in both House and Senate.

Nathan Arnold is a senior in politics and psychology at Drake University

Santorum and his wife Karen have seven children.

Steffen Schmidt is a professor of political science at Iowa State University

Former Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum has been largely overlooked by the media.
He has been portrayed as the “young guy” at the end of the row of debate podiums.
Up until now, he has not gotten much traction in the 2012 presidential campaign process.
Santorum is the only one of the seven Republicans running for president who has visited all 99 Iowa counties.
He should have a good base of contacts for caucus night.
He touts himself as a pure social conservative.
He appears not to have any great, apparent negatives, has not had divorces or affairs but just has not set the GOP base on fire.

In the latest poll, he came in with six percent, near the end of the field of contenders.

Santorum shows breadth, depth of knowledge

When I choose what candidate deserves my support, I predominantly look to two factors: how qualified and how consistent they are. Rick Santorum gets an A+ in both of these categories. Because he has served as one of the top ranking senators and chaired the armed services committee, no one has more breadth and depth of knowledge.

Serving as a U.S. senator, no one fought as passionately as Rick Santorum. Whether it was relentlessly speaking for hours late into the night about his personal convictions on the issue of abortion or drawing sharp criticism because of his statements about potential threats to American security, he was never shy or cautious.

Santorum is radically different than what we have now and uncompromising in his beliefs, but he is certainly no radical. He has been well received by many Democrats and Republicans alike during the course of his many campaigns. Focusing on improving the manufacturing sector is not a strictly free market position and, as such, is certainly no hardline partisan stance.

Maintaining the same definition of marriage that has been beneficially used in Eastern and Western civilization for the past 1,000 years is certainly no radical proposition, though it is treated as such by his often vicious opponents.

Republicans want a winner, and Rick Santorum has developed a style that successfully wins in Democrat territory. Key to this ability is his strong support for manufacturing jobs, a stand which is certainly not lost on blue-collar “Reagan Democrats.” This is the reason he was able to beat three incumbent Democrats.

No matter who we pick, there will be no easy fix to the troubles we now face. Rick Santorum is not a messiah; he is a good man who doesn’t change his positions to suit his interests, a fact that cost him dearly in the leftist climate of 2006. He never quits, he fights, and he understands what makes America uniquely great.

Santorum has as much understanding of the gears and mechanics of policy-making as any and he is — in this humble student’s opinion — a needed change to the phonies that pervade in our national politics today. Look for him to turn some heads this January.
FINALS WEEK

**Paddy's Irish Pub**

**WEDNESDAY**

*St. Practice Day*
- $3 Car Bombs
- $2 Irish Drinks & Shots
- $1 Can Beers

**THURSDAY**

*Mug Night*
- $3 Draws & $5 Wells

**FRIDAY**

*F.A.C.*
- 50¢ Draws & $2 Wells
- 4pm-8pm
- Come in before 6pm & get a stamp for $1 Draws & $3 Bombs
- 11pm-Close
- **Wheel of Deals** 8pm-11pm

**WEDNESDAY**

*Battle of the Sexes Beer Pong Tournament*
- Starts @10pm
- Cash Prizes!

**THURSDAY**

*Birthday*
- If it's your birthday week...
- ...bring 5 friends &
- Get 21 Mugs for $21
- $3 Jacks & Captains

**FRIDAY**

*F.A.C.*
- $1 Draws 6pm to 8pm
- $5 Pitchers
- 2-fers on Wells/Draws 8pm-10pm

**SATURDAY**

*$1 Captains* till 11pm
- $2 Wells & Draws till 11pm

---

**Paddy's will be closed**
- Dec. 19 - 24
- for floor repairs

**Paddy's Irish Pub**
**WEDNESDAY**

$5 domestic pitchers
$2 You call it during the game

**THURSDAY**

$1 off mug refills till 10
2 for 1 shots and bombs till Midnight

**FRIDAY**

$3 Bombs
$2 Wells
$1 Draws till 11pm

**Birthday SATURDAY**

Come in with your birthday group and get $3 domestic pitchers from 8-10!
$3 Grey Goose Drinks till Midnight

**WEDNESDAY**

$1 Whiskey Drinks & $1 Busch Light Draws
Karaoke till Midnight

**THURSDAY**

Mug Night
$3 Draws & $5 Wells in 32oz Mugs
10-Close

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY**

FIRE SALE

$1 12oz can beer While supplies last!
Remembering Geoffroy’s work, services at ISU

In this, the final editorial of President Geoffroy’s final full semester as president, the editorial board wants to thank him for his service, efforts and attention to students. Since 2001, he has led Iowa State toward many improvements and through several more turbulent times. We still have Veishea thanks to him, despite its suspension after the 2004 riots. The Big 12 conference still exists, and his fundraising campaign to cushion the effects of less state funding in the past decade was enormously successful, bringing in $867 million.

We have new and renovated buildings, and new seats and technologies in classrooms all across campus make learning more comfortable for students and teaching more comfortable for professors.

He has overseen increases in student enrollment, with larger and larger numbers of students from other states and overseas. The declining enrollment between 2002 and 2007 was reversed, and the number of endowed faculty positions has been doubled.

But what we like, appreciate, and will miss most is his devotion to the student body and visibility. If you woke up early enough and were walking between Beardshear Hall and the Memorial Union, you were likely to see President Geoffroy walking to his office. If you attended any sporting event, you were likely to see him somewhere or greeting students in the student section.

We wish President Geoffroy — and you all — a happy holiday and the very best.

Taxation

No new taxes! That is the battle standard of the tea party and much of the Republican Party these days. And it really isn’t hard for the common person to disagree with them. Why should we have to pay new taxes that weren’t paid by our fathers before us? Why would we ever want to have less disposable income?

As I tried to get an idea of the theory and the numbers behind the much-debated issue of taxes, I found one quote that you should remember if you remember nothing else from this column: “Taxes are equal to government spending. Every spent dollar is a tax dollar. The only question is when that dollar will be paid and who will pay it.” — Professor Robert Ricketts, Texas Tech.

The simple fact is this: Currently we do not pay enough taxes to the federal government (or many local governments) to match the cost of providing federal services. So if we are to simply balance the budget and keep our children and grandchildren from paying for our government today, we need to either cut costs in a lasting way or generate more revenue. While many Americans believe only in government cuts, I believe that the budget can be balanced with targeted cuts and minor tax increases.

If we only cut services to balance our budget, we will end up with a federal government that is a skeleton of its former self and that is far less capable of doing its job. Perhaps I should address what the job of the federal government is. The federal government is a body of the people, by the people and for the people as noted by Abraham Lincoln. It exists to do what we as individuals or even as states full of individuals cannot do on our own. It provides us with a common national defense, a common currency, regulations for the common

By Rick Hanton

By Rick Hanton
@iowastatedaily.com
good and lets us pursue major national projects like national highways or probes to explore other planets.

We will need to cut all of these benefits of government to solve our budget woes if we depend on cuts alone. Our other option is to increase revenue.

Increasing revenue means increasing taxes in one way or another. Nobody likes that, but we have a large population, so taxes would not need to increase substantially. It is also true that taxes are low today in proportion to the past and our top tax bracket has gotten substantially lower over the years. During the 40s, 50s and 60s, the top tax bracket was taxed at rates of 70 to 90 percent, but that top bracket only included people that would be considered millionaires today.

Conservatives bemoan higher taxes on these people as an attack on “job creators,” but I know differently. For years, I have maintained the hobby of stock investing, either with my own money or fake money on investing game websites. One of the most annoying things about studying company reports is the ever-increasing levels of executive compensation eating at shareholder profits. If taxes on the super-rich were higher, there would be little incentive to have multi-million dollar salaries and major increases each year — that means more money for shareholders or to reinvest in new jobs.

I know you might say that the super-rich will spend those millions in income each year, creating new jobs with their money, but that is untrue as well. If you made millions of dollars a year, what would you spend it on? Maybe you could buy a nice car, a few houses or a yacht, but you would get millions more the next year. Eventually you’d end up investing most of the money until you could find something to do with it. Such investing doesn’t create new jobs like domestic spending or government projects would, it simply buys you a stake in a company, increasing that company’s worth.

The best solution to our budget challenges is a combination of necessary cuts and additional revenue increases to make up the rest of our budget shortfall. We could even do our children a favor and pay off some debt while we’re at it. We can all afford to pay a few percentage points more to move toward a debt-free and better America and we could probably trim some fat off of our major budget hogs as well, namely the Department of Defense and Department of Homeland Security.

We can continue to nickel and dime all other agencies of the federal government, but if you look at a graphic of the budget, you’ll notice that there are some vast agencies that have more money than they did during the Cold War. Did you know that we have more carrier battle groups than the rest of the world combined?

So do we really want no new taxes, or do we simply want a reasoned approach to taxation, where we pay for things we buy rather than taking out more national credit cards? You decide.

Rick Hanton is a senior in computer engineering from Arden Hills, Minn.
In the last six months, talk of local involvement in what has been called a “land grab” has come to some people’s attention. Agrisol Energy and Iowa State University began work on a sustainable farm development project in Tanzania in February 2010. The Tanzanian government called for proposals to develop land in the country for agricultural purposes.

In June, the Oakland Institute released information concerning land grabs in Africa. Land grabs are when people, countries or companies purchase large amounts of land from developing countries for a cheap price.

This has been something that countries such as Japan and China have done in order to grow food to support their population and something that happened in the United States with settlers sometimes trading a bottle of alcohol to a tribe chief for huge amounts of land. It’s a common occurrence throughout history and it is reasonable to question if Agrisol’s project is similar.

I had the opportunity to sit down with David Acker, associate dean in the College of Agriculture and Life Science and the project lead for the university. He began by informing me that because of the conflict of interest between Board of Regents President Pro Temp Bruce Rastetter, a co-founder and team member for Agrisol, and the university being involved in his personal business endeavor, that the role of consulting had been passed along to Ohio State.

I attempted to contact the head of the Ohio State project and received a somewhat rude reply saying he was leaving the country for the month and demanding that I provide him with a note from Acker before he would tell me anything.

Original data projected by the Oakland Institute was that the project would displace 125,000 refugees from 800,000 acres. Acker shared that the Tanzanian government had allowed them to choose from various plots of land.

Some of the options did include refugee camps. However, the 250,000-acre plot they decided on in the area of Lugufu is a refugee camp that has been closed down for the past three years and the associate dean insists that no refugees will be displaced.

Of this 250,000-acre plot, about half will be under the leased by Agrisol and half will be used by local farmers. Acker claims that because of Agrisol’s presence, local farmers will have access to processing facilities and a more proximate market so that they would be able to sell their excess.

To top it all off, Agrisol has agreed to set aside a portion of the profits to a community trust fund.

It seems relatively harmless. Agrisol was commissioned by the Tanzanian government to start the project, they have agreed to provide local farmers with access to equipment and education, no one will be displaced and the local communities will also receive part of the profits.

I still had some questions though. Will this project be something the country can sustain itself or will it become dependent on a U.S. company for food? I can foresee a scenario where Agrisol decides that the endeavor isn’t profitable and pulls out.

In a past newspaper article, Agrisol claimed that the soil there is capable of producing 20 times its current amount. Is the soil actually capable of that or will it have to be pumped full of nitrogen? What sort of sustainable farming techniques will even be utilized? And finally, Agrisol has said it won’t negatively influence the Tanzanian market by, for example, flooding the market and driving prices down or withholding supplies and driving the prices up. However, since it is a private company, what sort of safeguards are there to ensure that won’t happen?

It would be nice to take everyone for their word. However, history in this situation does not flatter the private sector. When an attempt to answer these questions is met with shady phone numbers and dead ends, it continues the endless circle of questions.

In this instance of unanswered questions, I encourage you to ask more. It is entirely possible that there are nothing but good intentions with this project, but I have not been shown that by anyone apart from associate Dean Acker, whom I thank very much for his help.

Our world is kept in place by checks and balances. We must take action and inquire into things we see as potentially harmful, and I encourage you to ask the questions necessary to bring things into public view.

As for whether those questions will shed light on underhanded profiteering or on an exceptional blend of business and humanitarianism, we have yet to find out.

Jessica Bruning is a senior in political science and apparel merchandising design and production from Castana, Iowa.
Letters to the editor

Read between the lines

Walker’s words did not fully disrespect soldiers

I’m really disgruntled and displeased with the handout that was slid under my door Wednesday night. I think that both lecturer Thomas Walker and the person who initially annotated the paper before the copies were made have made some mistakes. While Walker is almost ignorant of the role the U.S. military plays overseas, he does make a few just points.

Saying that the troops overseas are doing nothing for us sounds like an uninformed shot in the dark. At the point where men are laying down their lives for something, we can’t just say they’re doing nothing. Men doing nothing do not return massive death counts to the U.S. government each year.

As far as Walker’s initial concern, I think the annotator has completely missed the point. Walker’s concerns lie with the handout that was slid under my door. He’s really asking, “If we have the time and resources to give to those in need, why aren’t we giving it to the most desperate of our American people first?”

Again I think that the annotator missed the point of the fetus comparison. Yes, Walker does compare soldiers to fetuses, but in this situation he probably could have compared them to candy. All he’s saying is that Republicans rally to save fetuses and rally to send goods to troops.

But once the troops have been released, once they’ve done their service to America and are plunged back into our society as veterans — that’s when they face their true need, but that’s also when Republicans (or really society in general) chooses to stop appreciating them. Like a “discarded zygote,” they no longer are of a concern to the people because essentially they’re “useless.”

I think Walker overstepped his boundaries, not as a man in a free country, but as a professor at an institution. Though it’s clear from his writing he is more than literate in his area of study, it does not make him a political science expert.

This shows in his ignorance of how the U.S. troops function and how our political party system works. As a student with a father who works for the military overseas, I was offended by a plethora of his comments, especially near the end where he states that these soldiers “chose to leave home.” That does not mean for any reason they are without human feeling and want to leave their families, it simply means they are carrying out what their jobs demand of them. Workmen should be careful when their employment is made up of a body of students with varying unique social statuses and home environments. I’m sure I was not the only “military brat” to be put off by his brash comments.

That said though, I do think Walker was out of bounds a few accounts. I don’t really think that the annotations made to the article that was then slid under doors of a freshman dorm was a smart choice either.

I would not question the concept of students only reading the comments on the side and sending in angry letters of agreement to the paper. Or calling their parents to angrily touch on something they’ve only read other people’s pointers on.

Walker makes some good points in his paper as far as equality goes, he just happens to mar his own credentials with the rude and benighted comments he rounds the article off with.

Emily Milton is a freshman in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Soldiers deserve our respect, help in holiday season

Sure, it may seem like the Republicans are babying the soldiers overseas, but it was definitely not always that way. Warfare has changed over the years, drastically in the last century.

Our soldiers did not always have the luxury of personal hygiene, care packages from home or fresh clothes. No, they were out in the field, fighting against determined opponents who were not going to leave their position unless it was necessary.

In some cases, the enemy chose to die fighting. Comparing today to those days, soldiers today are in much better condition. Still, many in this country have refused to support the troops while they fight in a foreign country. To me, that is one of the greatest evils. These men and women of both today and yesterday are fighting and have fought so we can enjoy the freedoms we take for granted.

I respect the author’s viewpoint on this subject. I also will respectfully disagree with him. Politicians in general try to help those who are less fortunate in this country. However, while helping them, we must not forget who gave us the freedoms we have.

The soldiers should always be respected and helped, especially when they are trying to readjust to life after returning home. In many ways, the situation is comparable to the Vietnam War. Like today, the Vietnam War was not very popular with Americans.

When soldiers returned home, instead of receiving a simple thank-you for serving their country, they were reviled by the public. That is just downright deplorable. Today, the war is not very popular with Americans, many of whom say we should leave as soon as possible.

David Phillips is a freshman in civil engineering.
Letters to the editor

Opinions, right or wrong, have individual merits

Recent outrage at Walker article unwarranted

Jake Brown is a freshman in kinesiology and health.

because they are not paid enough, it's because they have poor spending habits and inadequate knowledge of finance.

There are a lot of people out there who do a lot more with less. There should be no pity party for the soldiers, our tax dollars take very good care for them.

What we don't do as a society is help the veterans. Those are the true people who are at a disadvantage. I've had family members in the service and they had no issues with how much they got paid or with the benefits they received. The comparison Walker made to baby fetuses is actually a good one. For Pete's sake, it was a metaphor. As educated people, we should all understand that he is not literally calling soldiers fetuses. Come on, we are all in college and should be able to read comprehensibly by now, and if not, good luck graduating.

It all boils down to a bored young Republican group with no bearing of free speech to twist what he said and make him look like an unappreciative punk. And as for putting this under my door, don't ever do it again. Do as all other groups on campus do and go to the library and stand out in the elements and talk to people about your concerns. This is wasting paper and time when emails could have been sent or the story spread by word of mouth.

Weakness in the strength of your organization was shown when you could talk to people face to face and have an educated discussion with peers that have differing views. How about we all learn something from this. Everyone has an opinion. Plain and simple. I'm sick of the bipartisan left wing, right wing bullcrap.

Find some common ground in the non-elitists society. We are all hardworking people: let's just get along. More progress will be made that way than fighting amongst ourselves on comments made in a university newspaper.

Disparity at home needs to be addressed

Sarah Huempfner is a junior in English.

Do I appreciate the sacrifices made by the armed forces? Of course; my cousin is a Marine, a veteran of both Afghanistan and Iraq. However, I don't think that this should be an excuse to ignore the incredible disparity in both income and standard of living in our country.

Education should not suffer because of an internal arms race between the Air Force and the Navy. These high-tech weapons are essentially toys, building up an industry of destruction, rather than encouraging community, compassion, acceptance and tolerance.

It is a sad day when American citizens cannot name a country that begins with the letter "U" or accurately describe how many sides a triangle has.

This isn't the only video of its kind, either. But you don't need a video for this, merely walk around our lovely campus and listen in on conversations. Or better yet, peruse the Facebook pages of our student body, fraught with errors of spelling, grammar and punctuation. There is a time for war, but that time has passed.

How can we possibly justify our intervention on a national stage when we cannot care for our own people? It is time to focus on the issues at home: education, civil rights, job creation, etc, and start providing aid to those who truly need it. This recognition of need doesn't equate to ingratitude; it is sensible, logical, charitable, and right — virtues the Republicans seem to lack.

Iowa must look at poverty issue

Terry Branstad's education reforms. Third, what about the starving the beast, the military-industrial complex-behemoth that is sapping our strength domestically. The best "defense" is a viable society, not one eroded by poverty, while others live like royalty of even a bygone European standard.

And most importantly, take up a collection for a food bank or organize a food drive for your precinct or the next meeting.

Get yourself to a food pantry, and ask yourself why this is happening in this, historically the world's wealthiest society.

I doubt this is what the person distributing these wanted to accomplish, but I must commend Thomas Walker for his succinct yet eloquent critique of the Republican Party. Yes, absolutely he is right that the many party platforms of the current GOP is bought and paid for by big business, and institutionalized corruption and favors the individual over the collective.

"A rising tide lifts all boats," according to the theory of liberal egalitarianism, and that is precisely what the GOP is missing.

By insisting the best way to balance the budget is to cut from social programs such as education and welfare, they are hurting the private sector they so long to protect.

I do agree with Mr. Walker's points that the military is perfectly well provided for, and the College Republicans could be sending that food where it is needed more — homeless shelters, specialty homes, other social welfare organizations.
Freedom of press

Unpopular ideas still deserve voice

First Amendment protections on freedom of speech and the press are vital for our political system. Those freedoms, however, while they are the most essential and most prized, are the ones we attack most. As Opinion Editor of this newspaper, I feel compelled to address the outrage and response surrounding a letter to the editor that I made the decision to publish in last Monday's edition of our paper. I hope you read this column through to the end, even if you disagree with me.

In brief, a lecturer in the intensive English and orientation program wrote to us briefly criticizing the College Republicans, and the Republican Party in general, for collecting materials so they could send care packages to soldiers overseas. Mr. Walker is not paid by us, nor is anyone who writes a letter or guest column. Their opinions do not represent those of the Daily as an institution. The only opinions that do such are editorials. Columnists themselves are paid by us, but their opinions are their own.

Nor did the Daily have anything to do with the fliers that were slipped under hundreds of dormitory doors early Thursday morning. I believe the letter's online headline, “Republican patriotism excludes those in need,” faithfully captured the author’s message. The letter, however, used unsavory language that clearly offended many readers. Whatever truths were contained in the letter were probably lost because of his words’ offensive nature and aggression in getting to the point and moving on so he could meet our limit of 300 words.

Nonetheless, he had every right to say what he did. The First Amendment's language that “Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press” exists to ensure a vibrant discourse in public on the issues of our time that we need to work out solutions for. It especially exists to protect unpopular opinions from a tyranny of the majority. Popular opinions, by definition, are insulated from danger. They do not require special protection.

Disagreement is part of our inheritance from the founding fathers and the Revolutionary War. The colonial governments fought Great Britain together, but agreed on little else. That disagreement persisted after the war and led to calls for a convention to revise our then-constitution, the Articles of Confederation. That convention, held in 1787 in Philadelphia, was characterized by debate after debate by men who wholeheartedly disagreed with one another. Ratification of that convention’s work, our current Constitution, was not easy, either. The pamphlet, newspaper and oral debates of the next year were as polarized, vibrant and vicious as anything we hear today.

It is my job to print the opinions available.

Michael Belding is a senior in history and political science from Story City, Iowa.
Proposal could require 3.0 GPA for new teachers

It’s the beginning of Finals Week. These exams, which comprise a disproportionate amount of our grade, also carry a large impact on our GPA. Depending on what you want to do in your life, your GPA may matter more or less than a student in another major. If you want to get into law school, med school or grad school, it needs to be on the up and up.

And, if Gov. Terry Branstad has his way, it will be vitally important if you want to teach.

If a proposal being formed by the governor passes, how K-12 education in Iowa is undertaken will change drastically. Though the final proposal isn’t public, it seems clear that the governor believes that in order to better educate students, teachers need to be better prepared and educated. Leaving aside the implication that teachers in the state are unsatisfactory, the goal for a better education system in the state is a noble one.

However, the method by which he is choosing to attain this goal will do just the opposite.

The governor is proposing that in order to teach K-12 classes in the state, a prospective teacher must have a 3.0 cumulative GPA from college to qualify. At first thought, it seems to be a reasonable requirement. One cannot pass on knowledge to students that they do not possess.

However, a cumulative GPA cannot define how talented of a teacher one will be. To insinuate that teaching completely boils down to the knowledge that one possesses, or worse yet the grades that one has attained, completely removes the humanity of the situation.

Grades cannot be construed as a representative measure of talent or knowledge. Particularly when used in the formation of a cumulative GPA, grades misrepresent students all the time. Many people, myself included, come to college without any clue as to what they really want to do. If you’re unlucky, like me, you chose to put yourself in a subject you are emphatically not prepared to succeed in.

Although you can change majors, you cannot drop every class you’re in (withdrawal from the university not included). If you do poorly in those classes that you take before you find your true calling, it can have a disproportionate effect on your cumulative GPA.

Not to mention that many grades are simply a reflection of how skilled you are at test taking and paper writing, not of actual knowledge. If you are particularly skilled at taking exams, you can skate through classes without learning as much as someone who is knowledgeable, but is phobic of bubble sheets.

Attendance often factors into your grades, as well. While it can be a reflection of your dedication, attending a class doesn’t mean you understand what’s going on. I could attend organic chemistry for a semester; that doesn’t mean that I’ll be able to relay what was presented to me to a student of my own.

Homework is, in most cases, exemplary of nothing more than the ability to look up factoids and regurgitate them when prompted. Come to think of it, that’s what most grades boil down to. Now, there are exceptions, such as essay-based exams where the requirement to demonstrate actual knowledge of a subject is inescapable, but most classes I’ve had are not like that. That isn’t so much of an indictment on the classes I’ve had, but a representation of the difficulty to ascertain on a large scale actual knowledge, as opposed to the ability to recite facts.

The best teachers I’ve had didn’t just recite facts. They engaged me. They took an interest in who I was as a person, how I best learned and what interested me. They were enablers, in the best sense; they didn’t force me to learn, they enabled me to do it on my own. Teachers who were knowledgeable, but didn’t relate to me or the class well, caused an environment where learning was less attainable. When you feel like you are being forced to do something, you are less likely to succeed in it, as opposed to when you feel as though you’re doing something because you want to.

To exclude persons interested in the human side of teaching because they didn’t get good enough grades is to exclude some of the most capable teachers. If all that we are concerned about when it comes to teaching is the knowledge that is being passed along, we can remove teachers entirely, and place students in front of a PowerPoint that contains all of the knowledge we expect them to learn. I guarantee that if that happened, the effects on our state’s education system would be dire.

Craig Long is a senior in political science from Essex, Iowa.
TJ Maxx will open a location in the Ames area in fall. The new store could be housed in North Grand Mall, but representatives have yet to confirm the final location. The retail store offers current-season, name-brand clothing at discount prices.

**TJ Maxx set for Ames**

**By Sarah.Binder**
@iowastatedaily.com

Ames will have more options for clothing soon. Discount retailer TJ Maxx has confirmed that it plans to open a store in the fall.

“I really don’t know any information at this point other than we plan to open a store in the fall,” said Carrie Garfield, media relations supervisor and real estate spokesperson for TJX companies, the parent company of TJ Maxx, Marshalls and HomeGoods.

Garfield said the company considers an area’s demographics, current retail climate and, generally, “people who value fashion and getting a good deal,” for potential locations for new stores.

TJ Maxx strives to offer current-season, name-brand clothing at discount prices. Since opening its first store in 1977, the company has spread to more than 950 stores nationwide. The store also offers home goods.

Garfield said specific details would not be officially available until one to two months before the store’s opening.

There has been speculation that the store would open at North Grand Mall, along with Kohl’s. However, representatives from TJ Maxx and North Grand Mall could not confirm or deny a location. Representatives from Kohl’s were not available for comment.

“GK Development is seeking commitments from retailers to meet the retail needs of North Grand Mall and the Ames community. Developing a retail project is a long, complex process. During this process, retailers may choose to provide, or not provide, information about new stores based on their marketing plans and time lines,” wrote Marianne Fasano, public relations consultant for GK Development, the parent company of North Grand Mall.

TJ Maxx plans to open a store in the fall, said Garfield, but timing was not available for comment.

Wherever TJ Maxx plans to locate, the Ames Economic Development Commission hopes it will bring a boost to the local economy.

“There’s a certain level of expectation that people have when they come to Ames for the first time,” said Dan Culhane, president and CEO of the Ames Economic Development Commission. “I think people are surprised at the types of things that are not here.”

He said part of the reason for the lack of major retailers in Ames is that land prices are relatively high, but there is still a lot of interest in the area.

Currently, he said that Ames has a lot of “leakage” with residents choosing to spend their money in other parts of central Iowa, such as Jordan Creek Town Center in West Des Moines. The addition of new retailers could help the situation.

“This is great news for Ames,” Culhane said.

**Holiday Market**

Cafe, service station, motel one-stop forms historic destination

**By Sarah.Binder**
@iowastatedaily.com

For those missing sunny summer farmers markets, Niland’s Cafe and the Colo Motel offer a place to search for the perfect holiday gift — along with a healthy dose of history.

Located about half an hour east of campus on Lincoln Way, the historic cafe is at the intersection of the first transcontinental highway to stretch from east to west and the first to span the nation from north to south.

“This is the crossroads of the Lincoln and Jefferson highways,” said Sandra Huemann-Kelly, owner of Niland’s Cafe and partner to the six-unit Colo Motel. “It’s a very historic spot.”

The Holiday Market is in the gas station, which has been restored with historical displays. Six vendors offer food and craft items such as handmade scarves, artisan breads and stained glass.

The cafe offers traditional road foods such as tenderloins, hamburgers, milkshakes and slices of homemade pies. It also has...
UBS takes steps to stay with online sales trend

By Jenna.Russell @iowastatedaily.com

While the sale of e-books has risen astronomically, the sale of electronic textbooks at the University Book Store has increased slightly over the past year, said program coordinator Carl Arbuckle.

“With iPads and tablets becoming extremely popular among students, the sale of e-books has increased 2 to 3 percent at the [University] Book Store in the past year,” Arbuckle said.

Still, the store is taking steps to stay current with trends in the book-buying industry. Arbuckle said any book that is available in store can also be purchased electronically, and most books also are sold as e-books.

Their website also has a Comparison Shopping tool, where students can select a department, then their course, and once they find the books they need, they can compare prices with Amazon.com and halfpricebooks.com. Students can then purchase books from any of these three websites.

“Of all of the students that used these comparisons, 83 percent of them bought from the ISU Book Store,” Arbuckle said.

The new big-box bookseller in Ames, Books-A-Million, also offers some textbook options for students. According to the store’s website, “You can order most textbooks and non-academic books online, but there is a limited amount of textbooks that are sold in-store.”

Campus Book Store declined to comment on its book sales for the past year.

Even with the increase of e-books across the nation, there are indications that the printed versions of books are not “dead,” and this seems to be the case with textbooks.

“The print book is not dead considering sales from 2009-2010 were about the same when the amount of sales from e-books was subtracted,” according to the Association of American Publishers. The Association recorded 164.4 percent gains in the sale of e-books from 2009-2010.

Holiday Market

Thursdays, 5 to 7 p.m. until Christmas

Niland Cafe and the Colo Motel is a unique historic location to find gifts at the Holiday Market and experience a traditional 1950s hangout.

DO YOU HAVE GREAT TASTE?

I don’t know?

NO.

DO YOU WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR TASTE?

NO.

Let’s test that:

Do you eat Great Plains once a week?

YES!

NO.

Once a month?

YES!

NO.

Do you eat Great Plains once a month?

YES!

NO.

Congrats! You have GREAT TASTE!

You’re HOPELESS!

Go to...

The Great Plains Sauce & Dough Company
ensure there were no repeats of the 2004 disturbance, while also making the celebration’s history and traditions relevant in modern society. “It’s a continued evolution,” Hill said.

Most recently, Iowa State was thrust into the spotlight along with the rest of the schools in the Big 12 Conference with the threat of its destruction in both summer 2010 and fall 2011. “The Big 12 Conference almost fell apart twice, and he was the steady voice,” Hoffman said, adding that Geoffroy was on the phone with other leaders constantly offering options and solutions to keep the conference together.

“Being president of a university is a lot like running a marathon,” Hoffman said, adding that a president has to take care of him- or herself because no one else will do it. She said Geoffroy has done that while managing the time requirements of every aspect of his job.

The overarching challenge throughout Geoffroy’s tenure, though, is one beyond the reach of his team-focused, decision-making approach.

Geoffroy said the budget cuts the university faced in his early years were not as severe as the ones it has suffered more recently. Despite the curtailment of state funding, Hirsh added, Geoffroy has maintained a positive attitude and a focus on excellence that he has passed on to others.

“Ultimately, the strength of the university is really dependent on the strength of the faculty,” Geoffroy said. “It’s like any organization; it’s the people of the organization that make it great. It’s the leaders that are involved, and the faculty and staff and students all together.”

A student-focused legacy

Ask the people who work with him every day which aspect of Geoffroy’s job he is most passionate about, and they will say that students are his number one priority.

“President Geoffroy came in with a student focus, and during his tenure that focus just intensified and got sharper. It just got better,” Hill said.

“Students at Iowa State feel an ownership of their president,” Hill said, “which is not necessarily the case at other universities. Geoffroy has established that culture by making himself accessible, from teaching a President’s Leadership Class to a select group of freshmen each year, to walking through the student section of football games, shaking students’ hands and saying hello.”

Nate Dobbels, senior in agriculture and life sciences education, first met Geoffroy as a student in the President’s Leadership Class. He has since interacted with him in a number of aspects, including as the former vice president of the Government of the Student Body.

“Having the opportunity to have that leadership experience right away was tremendous, and I think it definitely got me going on the right foot as far as the steps toward accomplishing a lot of things within the university,” Dobbels said, adding that he thinks Geoffroy helped motivate a lot of students to come out of their shells at such a large school.

Dobbels said he thinks Geoffroy’s legacy will leave a foundation that truly cares about giving students a valuable experience both in and outside of the classroom.

“He knows how to bring the best out of everyone,” Dobbels said. “He knows how to help students discover that they can accomplish more than they think they can.”

“Geoffroy’s dedication to students is exemplified by his decision not to take any time off between his administrative duties and his return to teaching,” Hoffman said.

“He is so student-centered,” she continued. “He’s teaching a course this spring. I think he can’t stand to be away from students very long, which is fabulous.”

The primary purpose of the university, Geoffroy said, is to provide a great educational environment for the students.

“Students are more involved in the life of this university than I think you’ll find at any other university anywhere,” Geoffroy said, adding that this level of involvement leads to a unique sense of ownership in the university among ISU alumni.

Alumni support is one of the factors that have led to success in other venues during Geoffroy’s tenure. Hoffman described his achievements leading the “Campaign Iowa State: With Pride and Purpose” fundraising campaign as “phenomenal.” The campaign was the most successful fundraising effort in the university’s history, with more than $867 million received in gifts and commitments when it concluded last June.

Under Geoffroy’s leadership, more than 20 major building projects were completed on the ISU campus. His goal of doubling the number of endowed faculty positions at the university, from 75 to 150, was achieved in 2010. In fiscal year 2010, the university received $388.2 million in grants, contracts, gifts and cooperative agreements—a 27 percent increase from the previous year’s record.

Staying true to his commitment to students, Geoffroy and his leadership team were quick to point to the university’s surge in enrollment as one of his most significant successes.

“The momentum on our enrollments is just tremendous,” Geoffroy said. “We’re just a very attractive institution for students who want a top-quality education.”

In Geoffroy’s first year as president, 27,823 students were enrolled at Iowa State. Ten years later, in fall 2011, the university had 29,867 students. The increase was “not by accident,” Hirsh said, adding that Geoffroy was personally involved in recruitment efforts.

A bright future

When Steven Leath steps into the role of president in January, Iowa State will not have seen the last of Geoffroy. He plans to teach several seminar classes this spring, and next year, freshmen walking into their chemistry courses might see him at the front of the classroom.

It has been 25 years since he’s taught a class at that level, and Geoffroy knows he has a lot of catching up to do. PowerPoint, clickers and Blackboard technologies are all tools that did not exist the last time he taught introductory chemistry courses.

“It is important for me to get out of the way—to basically sort of be invisible. Because it’s important for Dr. Leath to have complete freedom from the past leadership to establish his leadership and his platform,” Geoffroy said, adding that he will be there anytime Leath has questions or wants to talk but will otherwise focus on being a “normal Ames resident and normal professor.”

Geoffroy and his leadership team agreed that the university is in good hands with Leath, who has been vice president for research and sponsored programs for the University of North Carolina system since 2007.

And despite years of state funding for education being slashed, Geoffroy thinks there are reasons to be optimistic looking forward.

The state’s overall budget situation has improved significantly, Geoffroy said, adding that he thinks the leaders of the Board of Regents communicate well with the governor’s office and the legislature.

The decision to step down from the presidency was largely a personal one for Geoffroy, who said he and his wife, Kathy, want the opportunity...
to spend more time with their family. The couple has four children who live throughout the country and have had four grandchildren arrive in the past two years.

“Everybody gets to a stage in life where you ask, ‘What do I want to do for the rest of my life? What’s my next big adventure?’ And I decided, now’s the time. Ten years as president, we’ve done good work. It’s probably good for the institution; certainly it’s the right thing for me, so I made that decision,” Geoffroy said.

“Ten years is a long time for someone to be president and emerge unscathed by scandal,” Hira said, adding that she thinks all the different segments of the university are “at peace” with Geoffroy.

Those who have worked with Geoffroy know exactly which building should bear the president’s name to cement his legacy, Hoffman said.

“In our minds, the Biorenewables Research Laboratory should be named for him,” Hoffman said. “It was completely state-funded, so there’s no donor name, and it really is his lasting legacy. So we’re all reserving that for him for whenever the Board will let us make that recommendation.”

Hoffman said she has already spoken with Leath about naming the laboratory for Geoffroy — but his name will have more resonance than just one building.

“I predict that 50 years from now, people will still be talking about Greg Geoffroy as one of the great presidents,” Hoffman said. “He’ll be in the same category as Hilton and Parks and Welch.”

President Gregory Geoffroy stands on Central Campus outside of Beardshear Hall on Dec. 6. Geoffroy is stepping down from the presidency, but will still teach on campus.

Burroughs also has had her share of cake catastrophes. Her most memorable one came while making a 20-sided dice cake for a fan of "Dungeons and Dragons."

“I spent about one-and-a-half to two hours carving it,” she said. “When I went to apply the buttercream frosting layer for the fondant, the buttercream was too stiff and pulled up crumbs. All that work was gone and it went from 20 sides to a sphere; I was devastated.”

When someone orders a cake from her, she initially asks what they want and looks to make sure she can fit it in her schedule. She recently added three new flavors to her repertoire: strawberry, lemon and chocolate mud cake, which she said is very popular in Australia.

Despite the busy schedule and infrequent baking mishaps, Burroughs plans to keep Cake Engineering as a side business for now. Burroughs will graduate in December 2012 and she plans to keep decorating cakes at night and on the weekends. She plans to keep things going no matter what may come her way.

“It is something fun and relaxing from work. I am definitely planning on continuing,” Burroughs said.

Mary Burroughs, senior in civil engineering, has been running cake decorating business out of her apartment since January 2011 and filed for a limited liability company in November.
Katie Leach, Amanda Griffith. Katie and Amanda finding it easier to bury their heads in the sand than study for finals...

Allison decides to use a little improvisation for her studying. Some of the den’s in Willow are still stuffed with surplus students.

Elizabeth Lindgren. Already dreaming of the weekend.

The homemade decorations in Bookends give students a fresh reminder that, although finals may crush their will, they can never break the holiday spirit!

From hipsters to the eco-conscious, anyone can find a spot at the Park’s library bike rack.
DAILY NIGHTLIFE

Natalie Heisterkamp. Caution: This is what design can and probably will do to you.

Coffee orders piling up at Bookends Cafe.

Melissa McDonald. Finals = pulling every last hair in your head out!

Chelsee Rohmiller. During dead week and finals week, be kind to your barista.

Alaine Anderson. Looking a little too happy with her Diet Dew at 8 am.

Ann Brady. Even dead-week can’t ward off Bieber-fever...

---

Over 140 DIFFERENT liquors to choose from...
Including Maker’s Mark • Tanqueray • Grey Goose • Patron • Glenlivet • Midori!

Top Shelf Thursday
ANY Liquor
$2.50 singles
$4.75 doubles

16oz $1.50
16oz x2 = $3.00
Bud, Bud Light, Coors Light, Miller Lite, Golden Light, PBR
Hy-Vee is the place to go for all of your cram session essentials

Prices effective December 12th - 18th, 2011

$6.99
Family Size Single Topping Pizza
Traditional or Thin Crust
ready-to-eat or take ‘n bake

Hy-Vee Gas

Be sure to stop in and fill your tank with our special fuel discount
Thursday and Friday, December 15th & 16th
$5
DiLusso Sub Sandwich
12 inch

4 for $10
7Up, Dr Pepper, A&W, or Sunkist
6 pack .5 liter bottles
select varieties

$3.69
Family Size Dorito's, Lay's, or Tostitos
13.5-18 oz | select varieties

88¢
Hy-Vee Dip
8 oz | select varieties

$1.18
Hy-Vee Pretzels
10-15 oz | select varieties

$2.99
Hot Pocket Snackers
10 oz | select varieties

10 for $5
Anderson Erickson Yogurt
6 oz | select varieties

2 for $6
M&M's Chocolate Candies
9.9-12.6 oz | select varieties

77¢
Hy-Vee Pop
2 Liter | select varieties

10 for $10
Glaceau Vitaminwater
20 fl oz | select varieties

2 for $3
Monster Energy Drink
16 oz can

open 24 hours a day • 7 days a week • two convenient locations

lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961

west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
**Rap**

**Rabalais releases first album for ‘Little Ruckus’**

By Vincent Geerts
@iowastatedaily.com

Dominic Rabalais is perhaps best known for his work in Utopia Park, alongside his brother Phil. But on Dec. 17, Dom’s solo project “Little Ruckus” will release its first album, entitled “We Love Evil,” in a “crazy” show at The Beauty Shop in Fairfield, Iowa. To encourage fans from Ames to come to the show, a 50 percent discount on show tickets is being offered online, and anyone who attends can download the album for free.

“There’s going to be choreographed back-up dancers, full costume and set changes … possibly a pillow fight and bubbles,” Rabalais said. “It’s safe to say all the stops will be pulled out and thrown into an incinerator.”

The Guinness record-breaking Lane Weaver will be doing a quick set to start the evening.

A performance from Derek Lambert and the Prairie Fires will follow Weaver, before Rabalais gets on stage to perform songs from his new album.

Nate Logsdon, frontman of Mumford’s, will help as one of the back-up dancers during the show.

“It’s going to be truly phenomenal,” Logsdon said. “There will be choreographed dance

**Nightlife**

**DG’s rings in New Year with Mumford’s**

By Vincent Geerts
@iowastatedaily.com

To ring in the New Year in true Iowa style, DG’s Tap House will host a New Year’s Eve concert featuring four local bands. Mumford’s, Utopia Park, Cleo’s Apartment and Longshadowmen will all perform, with DJ Poe Toaster filling in between and after for a “nonstop dance party” until the night’s through.

“We will reach our physical limits as people in our throwdown, 100 percent money-back guarantee,” promised Mumford’s front man Nate Logsdon. “All these bands are just crucial to Iowa music, and if you want to party, dance, get wild or cut loose, DG’s Tap House will be the

**New Year’s Eve**

**When:**
8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 31.

**What:**
A show featuring Mumford’s, Utopia Park, Cleo’s Apartment, Longshadowmen and DJ Poe Toaster

**Where:**
DG’s Taphouse

Mumford’s, a theatrical local band fronted by Nate Logsdon, performs during the Maximum Ames Music Festival on Sept. 25. To bring in the New Year, Logsdon organized a show at DG’s Taphouse where the Mumford’s and other central Iowa acts will perform.
Music

Students, faculty sound off on semester’s experience

By Olivia Gard @iowastatedaily.com

Music Editor: students with varying majors. For example, only in music and member of percussion ensemble. At the same time, the ensembles tend to have students with varying majors. For example, only half of the Iowa State Singers choir, which is au-
ditioned and co-ed, are music majors.

Even as students pursue different majors, they come together in Music Hall for the common goal of music-making. Josh Kassmeyer, drum major in the Cyclone Marching Band and member of symphonic band, calls the building his “home away from home.”

The bands, consisting of mainly wind ensemble, symphonic, concert, orchestra, jazz and marching, have continued to teach students the aspects of instrumental music and performance as they apply to each unique band.

Next semester will include plenty of new music and experiences for the music department.

“The best is yet to come,” said Michael Golembo, Director of Bands.

JAZZ ENSEMBLE

“I think the jazz ensemble was probably the best in the three years I’ve been here,” said Lee Plummer, member of orchestra, wind ensemble, jazz band, jazz combos and percussion ensemble. “We played extremely hard music, and we played it really well.”

Jazz band has especially enthusiastic members this year and has played challenging pieces designed for more professional and developed jazz bands, said James Bovinette, director of jazz band 1. This included “Channel One Suite” by Buddy Rich.

Bovinette said his jazz band students have showed they can play advanced music well this semester.

Bovinette will be taking them to Elmhurst Jazz Festival in Chicago in February, which will include talented university jazz bands from around the US, and will most likely have clinic teachings and performances for the students. The last time Bovinette took students to the festival was in 1998.

Jazz band 1 is also recording their music this year, which will go on their fourth CD.

“I think it’s important that the students have something that demonstrates and is representative of their effort,” Bovinette said.

Those interested in purchasing a CD can contact the music department.

ORCHESTRA

The orchestra had many leading seniors graduate, which made the beginning the semester “more of an unknown,” said Jacob Harrison, director of the orchestra.

However, he says the younger players have met the challenge and worked hard in practice.

Harrison said a goal of his is for players to have musical “peak experiences” they will always remember in their lives.

“I think the Halloween concert was one of those for us,” Harrison said. “I had people who said to me, you know, ‘that was some of the most fun I’ve ever had at a concert.’”

Other music from the orchestra this semester included Brahms’s 4th Symphony, which Harrison said is a level comparable to “a theater confronting a Shakespeare play.”

Harrison also said the students in the orchestra have grown in small steps each and every day.

One of the benefits of this growth in the orchestra is to prepare these students to move on in the future.

Many students have “gotten to a point where they are interested and ready to lead young people and older musicians,” he said.

Next semester, the orchestra will perform music for “Peter and the Wolf” with the help of a narrator from Iowa Public Radio.

“Then there’s also a sense of commitment to the ensemble and to each other, and to the music.”

The State Singers will begin next semester with the annual Madrigal Dinner, featuring community groups such as Musica Antiqua.

expressiveness, and beauty of tone,” Rodde said.

The State Singers will begin next semester with the annual Madrigal Dinner, which will include music from the State Singers as well as community musical groups Musica Antiqua and the Music Men.
Little Ruckus album release

When: 8:30 p.m. on Dec. 17
Where: The Beauty Shop
Fairfield, Iowa
Cost: $5

When: 8:30 p.m. on Dec. 17
Where: The Beauty Shop
Fairfield, Iowa
Cost: $5

Dominic Rabalis performs as Little Ruckus at the Maintenance Shop on Sept. 22 for the Maximum Ames Music Festival. He will be releasing his first solo album for Little Ruckus on Dec. 17 at The Beauty Shop in Fairfield, Iowa.

Be a Destination Iowa State Team Leader!

- Welcome new students to campus
- Be part of a team
- Share your Cyclone pride
- Earn up to $250

Questions?
Contact Amy Tucker:
New Students Programs
(515) 294-6660
atucker@iastate.edu

Apply at: www.admissions.iastate.edu/leaders

Applications Due February 3, 2012
When brothers Dominic and Philip Rabalais first formed a band, they called it “Porno Galactica.” Eventually the two decide the name of the trailer park they grew up in would be better, and Utopia Park has been bringing over-the-top dance pop beats to the world ever since.

The Fairfield duo has toured with Mumford’s on more than a single occasion, selected for their high-energy showmanship which matches Mumford’s performances well. They play loud, drawing in the crowd with catchy choruses which drown out all sound as everyone sings along.

Isaac Norman began Longshadowmen in 2003, self-releasing his work both alone and with fellow musicians in various albums with an ever-changing lineup until only a couple years ago. He has spent years looking for a style unique to himself, and the “psycho gypsy blues” sound he has found with the current lineup has him ready to perform.

The band consists of Norman (guitar, vocals), Matthew Dake (drums), Aaron Alcott (bass) and Claire Kruesel (vocals). The band’s new massive sound will be on display this New Year’s Eve, a great example of what fans will be able to take home and listen to when Longshadowmen releases its debut.

Mumford’s began as a solo project in the summer of 2008 but has expanded into a freaky folk storytelling dance band with horns.

The band consists of Nate Logsdon (vocals, guitar, piano, horn), James Doxon (percussion, vocals), Kate Kennedy (sax, clarinet, accordion, vocals), Kai Tanaka (lead guitar), Tushar Dayal / Chris Lyng (bass), Donny Peterson (tenor sax), Paul Hertz (bass trombone), Brian Stout (tuba, trombone, cornet), Erich Sneller (alto sax) and Dave Atchison (aux percussion). The band’s songs emphasize storytelling and character development, while using a variety of vocal styles and instrumentation to illustrate the changes in scene.

Mumford’s is also known for its lively performances, which get the whole crowd dancing and yelling out the words.

Happy Holidays from LA FUENTE

Hope to see you next year!

217 S. Duff Ave.
233-6696

“Best of Story County”
15 years of services 1996 - 2011

Buy 1 JUMBO Margarita Get 2nd 1/2 OFF

Exp. 12-30-11

Buy 1 Dinner & Get Second Dinner FREE

With 2 Drink Purchases, Free Meal Not To Exceed $7.99

Please Present Coupon. Not Valid With Any Other Offers

Exp. 12-30-11
At Iowa State, there are many opportunities for hands-on experiences, and one option to practice theater is to direct other students.

In Brad Dell’s Theater 455 class Directing I, he said the students often collaborate and “talk about all of the different skills, techniques and requirements of being a director. And the students direct one another in various class scenes to begin to get hands-on experience.”

Some of the students think the process for the show is an enjoyable one.

“Since none of us had much experience directing, we knew it was a safe environment, which made the process a lot of fun and great learning experience,” said Kathleen Hoil, junior in performing arts.

The performances are also new experiences of learning for some of the students.

“I always thought of myself as an actor,” said Victoria Stafford, senior in performing arts, “but now I see how thrilling and exciting being a director can be.”

“It was very interesting to see what it’s like on the other side of the process,” Hoil added.

Working together with students is not always easy, but Stafford said there are times when “fellow students have moments of brilliance in directing a scene, and it is a very cool thing to be a part of.”

Dell said he hopes his students will get an experience of “fully mounting and producing a play” on their own.

“From casting, through rehearsal, to ‘teching’ a show, they will get invaluable real-life experiences,” Dell said.
Bored over break? Top 10 things to do with free time
By Cole Komma
@iowastatedaily.com

Don’t know what to do over break? Here’s a quick list to help.

1. Ice Skating: Lace up those skates and hit the rink. Maybe add in a little Canadian flavor and play some hockey.
2. Holiday Lights: There are always houses vibrantly lit up around the holidays. So hop in a car or just simply take a walk with your friends or your sweetheart and observe these majestic displays.
3. Spend time with the family: Spending time with the people you love is the essence of the holiday spirit.
4. Take a trip: A change of scenery is always good.
5. Build a Snowman: Stay Frosty. Don’t forget the carrot nose and coal eyes!
6. Snowball fight: This is self-explanatory.
7. Movie night: From horror to comedy, use this time to see a movie you were not able to go see over the semester. You might find a new one you enjoy or rediscover an old favorite.
8. Sledding: Reconnect with your younger self and speed down a snow-covered hill. Build a jump if you really want a thrill.
9. Hang with some old friends: Remember Johnny from high school? Yeah, he has been wondering where you’ve been. Give him a call and hang out with him.
10. Relax with some hot chocolate: Ah, the traditional drink of winter. Add some chili powder to spice things up and really bring out the flavor of the chocolate.

Reviews
Murphy delights in ‘Tower Heist’
By Gabriel Stoffa
@iowastatedaily.com

Finally, a movie starring Eddie Murphy where he is laugh-out-loud funny when not playing a donkey.

That’s right, “Tower Heist” is not another of those comedies with only a few good laughs from a couple of stars. It is a good time with a range of star power letting loose with a knee-slapping good time.

Murphy has this strange situation skin to Adam Sandler: They were both amazingly funny back when they were on “Saturday Night Live” and for their first few movies, then they became lost in Hollywood junk, making one “good” movie for every three “bad.”

Murphy aside, the rest of the cast is full of laughs. Ben Stiller, Matthew Broderick, Casey Affleck, Tea Leoni, Gabourey Sidibe and Alan Alda make for many excellent awkward situations, snide comments and general jokes throughout the film. Stiller and Broderick maintain their brands of funny without missing a beat, while Leoni and Affleck continue to be underused by Hollywood talents.

Sidibe steps into the comedy well, delivering an accent that is good for a few giggles. And Alda, oh Alda, well, he is always awesome and makes for a nice antagonist.

The plot is ludicrous, and looking too much beyond the surface of the plan to steal money in an “Ocean’s Eleven”-esque manner reveals enough problems or holes to destroy any realism to the story. But thankfully, everything runs in the funny direction far enough to make what could be glaring oversights into mere suspensions of disbelief moments.

The added kick of the over-privileged. The idea that the wealthy — enter the 99 percent versus 1 percent battle on Wall Street — makes “Tower Heist” into not just some funny jokes but some appealing comedy experience at the expense of the over-privileged.

Maybe it is just the emergence of Murphy in a role that makes me laugh like I used to when watching “Beverly Hills Cop,” or maybe it is because I love ensemble casts, but “Tower Heist” is a movie I can recommend watching for a good time.

I hesitate to advise anything beyond a matinee-price ticket as despite the laughs, it still isn’t a great movie.

So, watch it in a theater if you have an afternoon off, but make certain to see it even if you do decide to wait until it appears in a Redbox cue for a reasonable price.

The Black Keys makes another winner
By Gretchen Baer
@iowastatedaily.com

It is hard to think about The Black Keys topping their past album, “Brothers,” which recently won three Grammy Awards. But the Akron, Ohio natives did it.

“El Camino” is yet another great album for the duo to add to their alternative/blues collection of great hits. Dan Auerbach and Patrick Carney have several singles on well known commercials, film and TV shows which are recognized for their distinct rough/live real sound. I am sure it is just a matter of time before we start hearing more of their new, catchy music in advertisements.

“El Camino” is named after the band’s ‘94 Chevy El Camino, even though the album cover displays an old van. Their writing techniques are very similar to those of their past albums.

The most common way to record music is by recording each instrument separately, however, “El Camino” and past Black Keys albums are recorded live, meaning Pat and Dan are in the same room collaborating together. This sets them apart from many other artists today, and gives them their distinct sound.

Their infamous buzzing guitar sound from previous albums and major hits such as, “Tighten Up” and “Howlin’ for You” are still strongly represented in this album. “Gold On the Ceiling” is already blowing up on iTunes. Of course as expected, there are many foot stomping, hand clapping beats as well, such as “Dead and Gone” and “Sister”.

The Black Keys did not disappoint with this album and have supplied fans with a collection of great hits. It is strongly suggested to pick up this album and give every song a listen. Believe me, it’s worth every second of your time.

Grade: A

Recommended Tracks: “Nova Baby” and “Stop Stop”

MUSIC
- “Undun” by The Roots
- “Mac and Devin go to High School” by Snoop Dogg and Wiz Khalifa
- “The Dreamer/The Believer” by Common
- “Lioness: Hidden Treasures” by Amy Winehouse
- “Red” by Dia Frampton
- The Michael Buble Collection

PREVIEW LIST
MOVIES
- “Sherlock Holmes 2”
- “The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo”

MUSIC
- “Undun” by The Roots
- “Mac and Devin go to High School” by Snoop Dogg and Wiz Khalifa
- “The Dreamer/The Believer” by Common
- “Lioness: Hidden Treasures” by Amy Winehouse
- “Red” by Dia Frampton
- The Michael Buble Collection

Online: Read the rest of “El Camino” album review at ames247.com
A Cyclone’s fight: battling cancer

James Pollard walks on the field with the football team before the Oct. 9, 2010, game against Utah as an honorary captain. A birth defect has caused the son of Jamie Pollard, director of intercollegiate athletics, a long battle with cancer.

James Pollard has fought the disease and after another operation in the spring of 2011, they thought it might be over. In October though, it was determined that for the fourth time, James had cancer. “They can’t explain why it continues to come back after he’s had all of this chemotherapy,” said his mother, Ellen Pollard. “For some reason, his tumor isn’t going away, so it’s really out of the books. It’s outside the lines.”

At a young age, it was difficult for James to understand his situation, difficult to comprehend the challenges. As he grows, the battle he faces becomes more real. “I think it impacts him more now than it did when he was younger,” Jamie said. “His first question when we told him this time was, ‘What if the treatments don’t work? What happens to me?’”

A touching gesture

As his hair began to fall out, Ellen insisted upon shaving James’ head. He wasn’t happy, but complied and went bald.

When it was time to go to school the following Monday, James insisted upon wearing his Cyclones hat to cover his newly shaven head. When he arrived, he was surprised by what he saw. “He went to school and he wanted to wear his hat at school,” Jamie said. “When he got there and saw the other kids had shaved their heads, he didn’t wear his hat. He said, ‘I felt like they shaved their heads, so why should I have a hat on?’”

Jamie and Ellen were touched by the gesture of a handful of James’ classmates and said it meant more to

Teams expected to focus and ‘step up’

The score sheet read “DNF.” During the 2010 cross-country season, Dani Stack collapsed 200 meters from the finish line and was labeled as “Did Not Finish” on the NCAA National Championship official timesheet.

“It wasn’t all bright lights and fun,” said coach Corey Ihmels. “There were some times where there was a little bit of despair.”

Ihmels said Stack’s focus and commitment led her to battle back and place 30th at nationals, receiving All-American honors this season.

“I’m proud of her perseverance and what she’s accomplished and who she is,” Ihmels said.

This year, juniors Betsy Saina and Meaghan Nelson crossed the finish line in ninth and 17th, receiving All-American honors as well, and leading the ISU women’s cross-country team to a seventh-place finish at the NCAA Championships in Terre Haute, Ind.

“I’m pretty happy with it because I actually got to participate,” Nelson said.

Nelson was unable to compete during the 2010 season due to stress fractures.

With Nelson healthy again, the women earned Big 12 and Regional titles, and were just nine points from a fifth-place finish at nationals.

The women’s team is losing Stack and India Lee, but Ihmels said next year Nelson and Saina will continue to be leaders for the team.

He expects other runners, both returning and new, to step up as well.

“I discovered that I have a little more potential than what I thought did,” said sophomore Morgan Casey. “After a track season and an entire summer to run and develop individually, I’ll be able to contribute and hopefully try to step up and finish where Dani did at nationals.”

Casey finished 104th at the national race.

Ihmels said there has always been an athlete to step up and that their commitment usually inspires other runners to be a leader as well.

“Without Lisa Koll, we don’t have Dani Stack. Without Dani Stack, we don’t have Meaghan Nelson. Without Meaghan Nelson, we’re not going to have the next person,” Ihmels said.
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## Attitude and faith

Germ cell tumors are rare, ac-

counting for just 3 percent of all pedi-

atric cancers.

Even more rare is a recurrence of

the cancer.

It has been a difficult battle for the

Pollard family, but they have con-

tinued with each bout.

“Faith has been a big part of it be-

cause at some point you have to real-

ize you aren’t in charge and you can’t

control everything,” Jamie said. “We

have a saying in our family, ‘What God

wants, we want.’”

What the Pollard family wants is

for James to be cancer-free. For

now, as James continues his fight, his

parents said the focus is on staying

positive. At least one person who has

spent time with James has taken note

of his demeanor.

“You’d never know what he’s going

through just because the type of kid

he is and the way he’s taken this thing

head-on,” Hoiberg said. “He’s got as

positive of an attitude as anyone I’ve

ever seen — he’s just a neat kid.”

And while James might have

been born unhealthy, Jamie said his

strength in one key area has made all

the difference.

“I used a line several treatments

ago that said, ‘James was born with

unfortunately not very good health

genesis, but he was also born with very

good conviction and attitude genes,”

Jamie said. “His attitude is probably

the reason he’s still with us.”

### Players grow, work on team communication

By Jeremiah Davis
@iowastatedaily.com

After an up-and-down first

10 games, the ISU men’s bas-

ketball team heads in to winter

break off an 86-76 win against

in-state rival Iowa but still with

questions to be answered.

The Cyclones (7-3) have bat-

tled defensive communication

issues, “front running,” as coach

Fred Hoiberg calls it, and shoot-

ing slumps.

“The big thing for all our

players is to go out there and

play consistently hard basket-

ball,” Hoiberg said.

Hoiberg has experimented

with a few lineup shifts as well,

starting the season out with

Scott Christopherson at point

guard and to Chris Allen at that

position against Prairie View

A&M and Iowa.

Getting Christopherson

comfortable again was a goal

for Hoiberg who saw that

Christopherson struggled with

his role at the point.

“He wants to go out with a

bang his senior year,” Hoiberg

said. “I think he’s probably put-

ting a little too much pressure

on himself ... Scotty looks much

more comfortable out there now

[that Allen is at the point].”

Christopherson has said

repeatedly that the difference

between guard and point guard

was not that great, but admitted

he feels more comfortable now

that he is back to his regular

position.

Now that he is back there,

Christopherson said he has to

make the transition completely

— something he made a big step

towards with 16 points against

Iowa.

“That’s the biggest thing, get-

ting back in the flow of things,”

Christopherson said. “It’s kind

of the way I’ve played my whole

life.”

In the team’s last two games,

the Cyclones came out of half-

time and surrendered runs to

teams and allowed them to

bring the score closer in a hurry.

Hoiberg said it goes back to

communication, and players

said it is in those situations that

they need to work together the

most.

“Teams are going to go

on runs,” said forward Royce

White. “It’s just about being

able to put a stop to that run and

then being able to go on a run

yourself.”

With the communication,

White said he and his team-

mates have used the three loss-

es — Drake, Northern Iowa and

Michigan — as learning points

for the rest of the season.

“I think every time we’ve

gone out and taken a loss this

year, and we’ve gone back into

practice and looked at what we

did wrong, we came out the next

game [and] we grew;” White

said. “We definitely grew in that

area [of communication] too.”

Now, the Cyclone student-

athletes have final exams to deal

with, then a nine-day layoff be-

fore they get back to work.

“[Being on break] is an op-

portunity to get some extra

practice time,” Hoiberg said.

“We need to get them in here

and work on a lot of things.”
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The Pollard family enjoys Thanksgiving at the Blank Children’s Hospital. From

left to right: Thomas, age 14; Maggie, 11; Jamie; James; and Annie, 13.

A lesson learned

When James asked his parents

what would happen if the treatments

didn’t work, they knew he was under-

standing; they knew he was “connect-

ing the dots” after many years of being

in and out of the hospital.

What the family has learned and

come to understand, at the same time,

is that there are many children just

like James who fight vigorous battles.

“The kids that go through this

are tough as nails — they have to be,”

Ellen said. “It’s really sad and there

are too many of them.”

Throughout his nine years, both

James and the Pollard family have

receive well wishes from many within

the Cyclone family. They have also

received support from those outside

Ames.

Many schools in the Big 12

Conference have sent James memo-
rabila, including hats and jerseys.

Jamie said those gestures have meant

a lot to him personally and have

played a part in changing his outlook.

“I’ve said all along that James is a

vehicle that was given to us from God

to help us be better people,” Jamie

said. “I’m more sensitive to stories and

situations that I hear about that are

happening to other people because of

my own experiences with James.”

When Jamie was in the athletic

department at Wisconsin, he met a

man named Steve Malchow. Now at

Iowa State, the two continue to work

together with Malchow as a senior as-

sociate athletic director.

At the same time Ellen was preg-

nant with James, Malchow’s wife,

Barb, was pregnant with their one

and only son, Bryce. In the past nine

years Malchow said he has seen a lot of

James and has used him to teach.

“We point a lot to our son to look

at James — who has been dealt a real

challenge in life — and yet he attacks

every day with a smile,” Malchow

said. “He’s tough, he’s happy and he

lives life to the fullest. It’s a great les-

ton to adults or kids.”

The Pollard family has learned a

lot from James too. Both Jamie and

Ellen said James has taught them to

put things in perspective and to take

one day at a time.

The Pollard’s don’t dwell on it or

who is their family or why it is James

who has had to fight this battle. Instead,

they just hope and pray that after

nine years and four long fights, James

might be cancer-free.

“We tell James all the time that

God chose him,” Jamie said. “The rea-

son he chose him is because he knew

he was tough enough to be able to get

through it.”
Recapping semester’s athletic successes

What a long, interesting semester it has been for ISU athletics.

We would be lying if we said this fall semester has been like any other when it came to Cyclone sports, because it really hasn’t.

As sports reporters, we don’t necessarily care whether or not the ISU sports team that we cover does well, but it’s always for that team to find success that our audience will want to read about.

So for that, we feel fortunate.

An array of different events came to mind when the members of the board discussed this editorial of the semester’s most significant — the football team’s triple-overtime victory against Iowa and the women’s basketball team’s comeback victory against Drake, just to name a few — but we had to make our selections brief.

With that being said, we have narrowed it down to the three that have proved the most successful for ISU sports this semester.

1. ISU football’s 37-31 double-overtime victory against second-ranked Oklahoma State on primetime television.

In a game that is still being talked about as one of the catalytic reasons for the chaos in the Bowl Championship Series this year, Iowa State upended Oklahoma State’s hopes of competing for a national title with a 37-31 double-overtime victory against then-No. 2 Cowboys on Nov. 18.

The game was broadcast nationally on ESPN with the eyes of millions upon Jack Trice Stadium witnessing, without a doubt, the greatest game in ISU (or at least Cyclone football) history. It was the first time Iowa State had ever beaten a team ranked in the top six nationally and caused pandemonium among BCS experts and pollsters, leaving a spot in the National Championship Game up for grabs opposite top-ranked LSU.

Not only that, Oklahoma State had come into the game with nearly perfect accolades — having won its first 10 games by an average of 25.4 points and averaged 51.4 points per game.

Oklahoma State was denied a bid to the title game with the loss being its only blemish on its resume, settling for a bid in the Fiesta Bowl instead.

“Senior night, Friday night, ESPN, only show in town, never beat a top-five team in Iowa State’s history,” said running back Jeff Woody after the game. “All those factors combined together just combines them [into] the perfect storm of finding a way to win and prove that we are a good team once again.”

Most significant for ISU fans, the win cemented the Cyclones’ second bowl trip in its first-ever Big 12 title.

A first for the team was in earning the title, Nelson said. “I knew if I let go, I would let go for the rest of the race,” Nelson said.

2. Women’s cross-country team’s postseason Success

It certainly does not get any better than the press time that other sports do, but the women’s cross-country team’s seventh-place finish at nationals — coupled with conference and regional titles — is definitely one of the most significant things to happen in ISU athletics this season.

Coach Corey Ihmels has done nothing but build the track and field and cross-country programs into perennial contenders for the national title since taking over in 2007.

The Cyclones had three All-Americans emerge as a result of their seventh-place finish at nationals — Betsy Saina (ninth), Meaghan Nelson (17th) and Dani Stack (30th).

“Our top three ran so well,” Ihmels said of the race. “Not to place a little higher was a little disappointing.”

A first for the team was also its first-ever Big 12 title.

In earning the title, Nelson placed second overall in a race that she described as “uncomfortable.”

“At conference, every point matters,” Nelson said. “I was going to do my best to make sure no one passed me. Every time they tried to, I knew I had to buckle down and fight back. ... I knew if I let go, I would go for the rest of the race,” Nelson said.

3. Volleyball team’s first-ever No. 4 seed at NCAA Tournament

Last season’s first-round exit from the NCAA Tournament for the ISU volleyball team was a big letdown for a team that had made it to at least the Sweet 16 the past three seasons.

Flash forward to this season, where the Cyclones garnered the No. 4 overall seed in the NCAA Tournament for the first time in program history.

After sweeps of UW-Milwaukee and Miami in the first two rounds, the Cyclones found themselves in the Elite Eight for the first time since 2008.

The team’s placement came after a 3-1 victory against Minnesota at the Sports Pavilion in Minneapolis on Dec. 9.

At the time of the Daily’s publication, the team was set to square off against No. 12 seed Florida State for what could be its first-ever Final Four appearance.
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Wrestling

Beard shows great potential on the mat

By Jake Calhoun
@iowastatedaily.com

Boaz Beard’s departure from and return to the ISU wrestling team largely went unnoticed until he stepped onto the mat at the beginning of this season.

The 184-pounder from Wichita, Kan., has compiled a 5-1 record this season after returning to the program from a year hiatus — something that has impressed ISU coach Kevin Jackson.

“When you really consider what he’s done in a short time, you’ve really got to marvel at what he’s accomplished,” Jackson said. “He came back at the beginning of September. He was off for a year and he’s wrestling Division I wrestling against the best competition in the country and he’s only lost one match.”

In his short time here since his return, Beard has established himself as a competitor on the mat and has even found his way to a No. 14 ranking on InterMat’s weekly top 20 poll.

“He hates to lose, that’s the best way to describe him,” said team captain Andrew Sorenson. “If you watch him wrestle, he never stops wrestling.”

Beard was originally recruited out of high school by former ISU coach Cael Sanderson, who left for Penn State shortly after Beard committed.

“He wanted me to go to Penn State,” Beard said. “But I decided coach Jackson was the man I wanted to wrestle under.”

As is common in collegiate wrestling, Beard red-shirted his freshman year to develop his skills and assimilate to the atmosphere of Division I wrestling.

However, Beard left the team after his red-shirt season, citing “personal reasons” for the driving force behind his decision to leave.

Beard transferred to Emporia State — a Division II school in Emporia, Kan. — to play baseball for his first year of collegiate eligibility. As a pitcher, he made three appearances and one start on the mound, going 0-1 with a 7.20 ERA.

Jackson stayed in contact with Beard during that time, talking to him and his father through multiple phone conversations and said it was the relationship he had built with Beard and his family that helped contribute to his return to Ames.

Beard, however, said that he had thought a lot about his absence from Iowa State when he was playing baseball.

“I just didn’t love [baseball] anymore,” Beard said. “But I decided coach Jackson was the man I wanted to wrestle under.”

Crime

Gary pleads not guilty, new trial date is set

By Dan Tracy
@iowastatedaily.com

ISU wide receiver Albert Gary has pleaded not guilty to charges of first-degree robbery stemming from an incident in June, according to Iowa Court online records.

Gary, a redshirt sophomore, was officially charged with first-degree robbery on Nov. 15, one day after ISU coach Paul Rhoads announced Gary had served a three-game suspension at the beginning of the 2011 season.

Rhoads said he will consider further punishment if Gary is found guilty.

According to the online records, Gary’s attorney Matthew Boles filed a written not guilty plea Wednesday. Gary’s jury trial date has now been set for Feb. 14.

Boles did not immediately return calls Friday afternoon.

Assistant Story County attorney Timothy Meals, lead prosecutor in the case, declined comment on the case.

In the latter part of the season, Gary emerged as one of the Cyclones’ best receiving targets, leading the team in receiving in three consecutive games against Kansas, Oklahoma State and Oklahoma. The Ocala, Fla., native finished the regular season fifth on the team in catches with 21 for 267 receiving yards and two touchdowns.
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Women’s basketball

Break allows team time to focus better

By David Merrill
@iowastatedaily.com

With Iowa State not having a game until Dec. 20 against Northern Iowa, the team is going to focus on getting healthy in preparing for Big 12 play. Iowa State opens the Big 12 season Jan. 4 on the road against Oklahoma.

Over Winter Break, Iowa State (5-2) will play Northern Iowa, New Hampshire, Baylor, Oklahoma and either New Jersey Institute of Technology or Buffalo in the Cyclone Challenge.

Junior center Anna Prins has been battling a knee injury and junior forward Chelsea Poppens suffered a knee injury against Iowa. Poppens is expected to play, but the Cyclones aren’t as healthy as they’d like to be.

“As one of the leaders, I told my team that we wouldn’t have won the Iowa game if we didn’t play as a complete team,” said senior shooting guard Lauren Mansfield. “That is going to be the focus for awhile now.”

Junior forward Jessica Schroll has been a key player this season. She and sophomore forward Hallie Christofferson have handled many post and wing duties.

Schroll said she feels that the time off will allow the players on the team some time to focus on bettering themselves.

“We won’t have as much time to work on our team game once Big 12 play starts,” Schroll said. “It will be more about scouting reports and how to prepare for the next game. Right now and over break, we’ll have more time to make our team and our skill sets better.”

Here’s a look at what the Cyclones will be facing:

Northern Iowa, Dec. 20 — The Panthers are 6-2, dropping games to Wisconsin-Green Bay and Iowa. Four of the starters average double-digit points per game.

Katelin Oney leads the attack for Northern Iowa, Dec. 20 — The Panthers are 6-2, dropping games to Wisconsin-Green Bay and Iowa. Four of the starters average double-digit points per game.

Iowa State guard Jessica Schroll rebounds the ball during the basketball game against Houston Baptist on Nov. 11. Schroll scored nine points and had five rebounds.

Katelin Oney leads the attack for Northern Iowa, Dec. 20 — The Panthers are 6-2, dropping games to Wisconsin-Green Bay and Iowa. Four of the starters average double-digit points per game.

“I want teams, when they look down at us, to be satisfied with anything we do out there. When we perform as a team, we can’t be average close to 12 points per game. She is New Hampshire’s leading rebounder at eight rebounds per contest.

At Oklahoma, Jan. 4 — The Sooners started 5-0, but have lost their past three games and are currently ranked No. 24 in the nation.

The OU attack is lead by Aaryn Ellenburg and Morgan Hook. They are averaging 21 and 13 points per game. Joanna McFarland and Whitney Hand are the leading board crashers for the Sooners. They average 10 and seven rebounds per game.

Baylor, Jan. 7 — Baylor is the No. 1 team in the nation and features the most dynamic player in the country in center Brittney Griner. The Bears are 7-0 and haven’t scored less than 76 total points in a game so far this season.

Griner is averaging 23 points and 10 rebounds per game. Sophomore guard Odyssey Sims is averaging 18 points and 10 assists per game. Destiny Williams and Brooklyn Pope average 10 points per contest.

Hockey

‘Underdogs’ strive for perfection

By Clint Cole
@iowastatedaily.com

The ISU hockey team began the 2011-12 season ranked No. 12 in the preseason rankings and are currently ranked No. 7. When the American Collegiate Hockey Association released the fourth rankings of the season on Nov. 18, the Cyclones were ranked No. 5.

Some coaches would be embracing such a high ranking, but ISU coach Al Murdoch would rather not.

“I’ve been pretty low key on that,” Murdoch said.

On Nov. 18 and 19, the Cyclones played two games at Ohio. The Cyclones were ranked No. 5 for those games and Ohio was ranked No. 6 after being beaten by unranked Indiana the previous week.

“I’m not sure I want to be above Ohio going into Ohio,” Murdoch said. “I would rather be the underdog going into Ohio.”

The Cyclones were swept that weekend, losing 4-1 and 3-2 in a shootout.

So far this season, the Cyclones are 8-4-1-3 against top 25 opponents with seven of those victories being in Ames.

Wildcats are 3-4 and are led by senior forward Denise Beliveau, who is averaging close to 12 points per game. She is New Hampshire’s leading rebounder at eight rebounds per contest.

At Oklahoma, Jan. 4 — The Sooners started 5-0, but have lost their past three games and are currently ranked No. 24 in the nation.

The OU attack is lead by Aaryn Ellenburg and Morgan Hook. They are averaging 21 and 13 points per game. Joanna McFarland and Whitney Hand are the leading board crashers for the Sooners. They average 10 and seven rebounds per game.

Baylor, Jan. 7 — Baylor is the No. 1 team in the nation and features the most dynamic player in the country in center Brittney Griner. The Bears are 7-0 and haven’t scored less than 76 total points in a game so far this season.

Griner is averaging 23 points and 10 rebounds per game. Sophomore guard Odyssey Sims is averaging 18 points and 10 assists per game. Destiny Williams and Brooklyn Pope average 10 points per contest.
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Men's golf

Team hopes to have consistent semester

By Mark.Schafer
@iowastatedaily.com

Sometimes the hardest part about sports can be a lack of consistency, which can be lost during long breaks between events.

For the ISU men’s golf team, it hopes to continue the consistency that it gained from the fall semester into the spring semester, despite a three-month break.

“For some players, being away from the game will help,” said coach Andrew Tank. “None of our players have tournaments scheduled, but that doesn’t mean they won’t be working for next semester.”

The team is coming off a terrific end to the first semester, Tank said, ranked 42nd by Golfstat and 51st by Golfweek.

“Finishing the fall semester with two top 50 rankings is big,” Tank said. “If we have another strong semester, then I think this team will really climb.”

In the fall semester, the Cyclones finished in the top four in each of its last four tournaments, capping off with a win at the Bridgestone Golf Collegiate in Greensboro, N.C.

At that tournament, Nate McCoy and Sam Daley showed what they could do.

McCoy, a senior, finished in a tie for 12th, but was the top performer for team, Tank said.

Daley, a freshman, finished the semester with a third-place finish at the Bridgestone Collegiate Classic.

“A couple of us got into a strong rhythm toward the end of the fall,” Daley said. “We need to stay in that as we prepare for the spring.”

McCoy also said that the team needs to continue the consistency that the team found in the last four tournaments of the fall semester.

“If we can be as consistent as we were toward the end of fall, then our spring tournaments should match up with fall in terms of success,” said McCoy.

While none of the team will have tournaments during the break, Tank said the team will continue its workouts.

“We want to continue to improve and we’ll work on that over break by being in the gym working on flexibility and strength,” Tank said.

“That’ll keep us in position to stay consistent in the spring.”

Women’s golf

Coach returns, team prepares for spring

By Mark.Schafer
@iowastatedaily.com

Before the fall season started for the ISU women’s golf team, there was a big change that affected the team as well as the season itself.

It wasn’t a key injury or an announcement that one of the offseason recruits was leaving. Instead, coach Christie Martens informed the team that she would take the semester off for maternity leave, leaving assistant coach Pina Gentile in charge for the majority of the fall schedule.

“It was something we were preparing for before the season started and dealt with as the season went on,” Gentile said. “Martens was still able to help out at times and I think that the team handled the situation well.”

Martens missed the first four tournaments while on maternity leave, but returned for its final tournament of the fall season, the Landfall Tradition.

The Cyclones finished fifth at the tournament, which hosted 15 of the top 50 women’s golf teams in the country.

“I think this team will really do what they can do. Sometimes the hardest part of sports can be a lack of consistency, which can be lost during long breaks between events,” Tank said. “And there will be a next person.”

Martens said that one of the offseason recruits was leaving.

“Before the fall season started for the ISU women’s golf team, there was a big change that affected the team as well as the season itself,” Gentile said. “Martens was still able to help out at times and I think that the team handled the situation well.”

Martens missed the first four tournaments while on maternity leave, but returned for its final tournament of the fall season, the Landfall Tradition.

The Cyclones finished fifth at the tournament, which hosted 15 of the top 50 women’s golf teams in the country.

“It was challenging to try and coach the team without actually being there to coach them,” Martens said. “To have the team play well at the Landfall in front of a few Iowa State boosters was a nice event to come back to.”

At Landfall, it was sophomore Sasikarn On-Iam who led the Cyclones with a three-round score of 226.

“We had an up-and-down semester and had a strong finish at the end,” Martens said. “Kristin Paulson and Prima Thammaraks both had strong top finishes in tournaments this fall; they were two of our top performers.”

Paulson, a senior, had her best tournament of the season at the Lady Northern Tournament, where she finished fourth overall. Thammaraks, a sophomore, had her best tournament at the Windy City Collegiate Classic, where she finished in a tie for seventh.

“We have faced some tough competition this fall, which will prepare us for some of the competition that we’ll face in the spring,” Paulson said. “With both coaches back, we should be able to improve, and I think the whole team is looking forward for the spring.”

**>>BEARD.p51**

Beard said, “I had to take a step back and realize what I had.”

In coming back to Iowa State, Beard said he did not have to sit out for a year since transferred from a Division II school.

However, his season on the ESU baseball team cost him his first year of athletic eligibility, leaving him with three years of eligibility for his collegiate career.

Jackson said he expects to continue seeing positive things out of Beard’s performance on the mat as the season progresses, even if he has not had the same amount of time to train in the wrestling room as his teammates.

“Since he’s been back, based off two-and-a-half months of training, he’s competed at a very high level, therefore showing the real talent and skill and mental toughness that he really has as a wrestler,” Jackson said. “His potential has always been great and continues to be great.”
Men’s Golf

Golfer follows father’s lead to find own success

By Brian. Spaen
@Iowastatedaily.com

No matter the differences in personalities or expectations of a father and son who find success in the same sport, the most important thing is what you get out of it.

“I wanted to be just like my dad and do what he did,” said senior golfer Nate McCoy. “I practiced what he did and I would be there with him.”

It all started with Nate’s dad, Mike McCoy, who grew up playing the game and became a five-time Iowa Amateur champion. This carried over to Mike’s son, who got involved in the game and as he put it, Nate “had a club in his hand before he could even stand up.”

“He caddied for me,” Mike said. “So I took him to tournaments. He hung around golfers, me, and went to the driving range. He was really around the game for longer than he could remember.”

Having that experience has carried over into his later career life. While playing for the ISU men’s golf team, coach Andrew Tank has seen how being with his dad has “been really critical to his success.”

“Nate has learned so much from Mike by being around [his dad] as a young kid and caddying for him in all [his] tournaments,” Tank said. “It’s given Nate the opportunity to see the game played by the best players.”

While Nate embraced the moments he had with his dad, he found another form of the game that he started to enjoy.

“As I got older, I felt what it was like to be outside on my own,” Nate said. “I kept getting better and better. It was more fun to play and I like to be out there by myself.”

It wasn’t always perfect, though. Pressure and exhaustion can set in when so much of one activity is done over time.

“There was a time in high school where I played a string of tournaments,” Nate said. “When I got done, I got burned out and I actually tried to wrestle. Then I got back into golf about two weeks later.”

During his freshman year, Nate also took off a month after the season, which was the longest amount of time he’s ever spent away from the game. It was the constant travel along with playing in bad weather.

“They both love the game but treat it a little bit differently,” Tank said. “Mike could play a tournament every day of the year if he could schedule, while Nate likes to have time in between tournaments.”

While Mike started playing the game at an early age, there wasn’t nearly the expectations put on him because he said he didn’t have “any direct family influences.”

“I started playing when I was about 8 or 9 years old,” Mike said. “I had some cousins and uncles that played. There was some family linkage, but my parents didn’t play.”

Having a dad that’s noticed nationally gives you a lot to live up to. Tank said he believed that this “adds some pressure and expectations for Nate.”

Nate’s leadership has also greatly shown on the course so far this season. Being the lone senior on the team, his goals are simply “trying to be positive” so the other players continue to be motivated.

“You try to set a good example [by] being positive and [giving] your all in practice,” Nate said. “You don’t want to give up because other guys might see that.”

Nate has his focus on turning pro when he is done at Iowa State. He wants to get his name out there and be known for his own accomplishments.

Mike’s hope will be for him to find the great positives it has on his life to look back on that he did.

“The competitive golf has been great,” Mike said. “I’ve had a lot of success. I’m a competitive person and maybe that’s the reason that gets you out to practice. But the real benefits come from the friendships, travels, experiences, and places you can be.

“There’s so much more to it, and looking back at it that’s the most satisfying and important.”
HOLIDAY

**TOP GIFTS UNDER $25**

By Ainsley Chapman
ISD Style Writer

For everyone on a tight budget, here are some gift ideas to wrap up your holiday shopping before heading home. Whether you are shopping for family members, friends or significant others, there is a gift to suit every liking. All products listed can be found in Ames.

**American Crew for Men:** Perhaps the most classic men’s fragrance of all time, American Crew for Men is well known for men’s grooming products and is sold at the Groom Room on Main St. in Ames for about $14. Crew Moisturizing Shave Cream is an herbal formula that contains natural antiseptic and healing agent, which helps to moisturize and soothe skin.

The Groom Room sells many other American Crew products, along with their own line of shaving cream.

**OPI Nail Polish:** At just $8.50 per bottle, you cannot beat a gift like this. Besides, what girl cannot use a new nail color for the Holidays? This also makes a great stocking stuffer. Great for friends, girlfriends, sisters and mothers. OPI is sold at most salons in Ames and at Target and other drug stores.

**Statement bracelet:** Beautiful and classic, these are perfect for that special gal in your life. Statement bracelets are available at Ayden Lee for just $7.95.

**Tie:** A classic tie for men goes a long way. Help make the investment for a guy in your life. A variety of colors and patterns are available at Ayden Lee for $24.95.

**Infinity scarf:** Give the gift of warmth this season. This cozy infinity scarf from Ayden Lee comes in red, purple and black. At just $15.95, it makes the perfect gift.

**Bare Minerals Eye shadow:** Earlier this year, Bare Minerals introduced its READY line of eye shadows, perfect for creating beautiful, bright-eyed, fresh looking eyes. Bare Minerals makeup, including the eye shadows, are sold at Miss Me’s on Main St. in Ames. Bare Minerals READY eye shadow compact of two retails at just $20.

**Bath & Body Works Holiday Candle:** Bath & Body Works is known for their delicious smelling fragrances. Warm up a winter night with a Holiday candle, offered in scents such as winter candy apple, marshmallow peppermint, frosted cranberry and many more. Four ounce candles are $9.50 and 14.5 ounce candles are $19.50.

**Caribou Coffee Mug:** For the coffee lovers in your life, look no further than Caribou Coffee on campus. Caribou offers a variety of gift packages, all under $25. The gift set shown below is the Dynamic Duo set with two packages of dark roast Caribou Coffee, priced at only $20.99.
New Year’s Eve Glitter Heels

By Cicely Gordon
ISD Style Writer

Instead of splurging on a pair of sparkly heels for New Year’s Eve, take an old pair and make them new again. With just a few simple steps and a whole lot of glitter, you can make yourself a brand new pair of kicks for the big night.

What you’ll Need:
- A pair of shoes
- Masking tape
- Mod Podge
- Fine glitter
- A craft stick
- A paint brush
- A bowl

Step 1:
Apply masking tape around the lining of the shoes and around the sole to keep your project neat.

Step 2:
In a bowl use your craft stick to mix the glitter and Mod Podge. The more glitter you add the better.

Step 3:
Use your paintbrush to apply the glitter mixture to your shoes. Let them dry. Apply more glitter as needed.

DIY

GIFT WRAP

Think outside the box

By Ainsley Chapman
ISD Style Writer

It is what is inside that counts, right? So this year, skip the extravagant holiday gift wrap in exchange for something easy and simple, yet equally beautiful. Here is a few simple gift wrapping ideas that go a little outside the box.

Fabric:
It may sound a little odd, but fabric can actually make a great gift wrap. With a little digging through clearance racks, you can find some good prices on fabric. Wrap like normal paper and use a hot glue gun to seal the package. Go for a holiday print or something basic. What is great about this gift wrap is that it speaks for itself, no fancy ribbon needed here.
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Cookies with a cause

By Michelle Boettcher
AmesEats Flavors writer

The holiday season is approaching us and while it is the time of chilly weather, delicious food and fun holiday parties, it is also the season of giving. This season you can give more than just gifts to your family and friends. There are many great causes with which you can get involved.

“Cookies for Kids Cancer” is a nonprofit organization that allows you to host bake sales to join the mission to fight pediatric cancer. “Cookies for Kids Cancer” was founded by two parent inspired by their son Liam’s battle with cancer. They found out that the main reason more than 25 percent of children diagnosed with cancer don’t survive is due to a lack of therapies and a lack of funding. They wanted to help raise funding by starting a huge bake sale. More than 250 volunteers were involved and 96,000 cookies were sold in just three weeks. More than $400,000 was raised for pediatric cancer. After the bake sale was over, people continued to ask for cookies, and they also asked the simple question, “How can we help?” Now it is possible to host your own bake sale, or to buy cookies from the organization all year. You can contact “Cookies For Kids Cancer” at www.cookiesforkidscancer.org to get involved. Locally, you can bake cookies and donate them to local shelters in the Ames area. One place you can donate cookies over the holiday season is ACCESS, the assault care center extending shelter and support. ACCESS aims to confront the issues of sexual assault and domestic violence, and offers shelter to women and children in need. Email ACCESS at access@assaultcarecenter.org or call 515-292-0500. Another place you can donate cookies is to the Emergency Residence Project, a local homeless shelter that aims to provide shelter, food, interventions and help to those who need it. Email the Emergency Residence Project at erp@midomega.net or call 515-232-8075. This holiday season, take the time to bake some cookies for someone else. It may make their holiday a little bit brighter.

Chocolate peanut butter crispy bars

1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
1/2 cup peanut butter
2 tablespoons butter, split
10.5-ounce bag miniature marshmallows
6 cups crispy rice cereal

1. Microwave the chocolate chips, peanut butter and 1 tablespoon butter in a large bowl for 1 minute. Stir and microwave in 30-second intervals until melted smooth.
2. Stir in the cereal, ensuring each piece is evenly coated.
3. Microwave the marshmallows and 1 tablespoon butter in a medium bowl for 1 minute. Stir and microwave in 30-second intervals until melted smooth.
4. Add to cereal mixture until evenly mixed.
5. Grease a 9x13 inch pan. Evenly press the mixture into the pan and let cool.

For more food-giving ideas for the holidays, visit AmesEatsFlavors.com
### Seven layer bars

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F. Line a 9x13 inch pan with foil, leaving an overhang on two sides.
2. Mix the cookie dough with the almond extract. Evenly press 2/3 of the dough into the pan.
3. Spread the jam over the dough. Crumble the remaining dough evenly over the top of jam and sprinkle the chocolate chips on top.
4. Bake for 35 minutes or until browned around the edges and cooked through in the center.
5. Let cool, then lift the edges of the foil to remove the bars, cut and serve.

### Reese’s Pieces delights

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F.
2. Combine the flour, baking soda and salt in small bowl.
3. With an electric mixer, beat the butter, sugar, brown sugar and vanilla in a large bowl until creamy. Add the eggs, one at a time, beating well after each addition.
4. Gradually beat in the flour mixture. Then, stir in the Reese’s Pieces.
5. Press the dough into a 15x10 pan and bake for 20 minutes or until golden brown.

### Cookie crumbles

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F. Line a 9x13 inch pan with foil, leaving an overhang on two sides.
2. Mix the cookie dough with the almond extract. Evenly press 2/3 of the dough into the pan.
3. Spread the jam over the dough. Crumble the remaining dough evenly over the top of jam and sprinkle the chocolate chips on top.
4. Bake for 35 minutes or until browned around the edges and cooked through in the center.
5. Let cool, then lift the edges of the foil to remove the bars, cut and serve.

---

**Seven layer bars**

1. 14-ounce package graham crackers
2. 1/2 cup butter, melted
3. 1 tablespoon sugar
4. 1 cup butterscotch chips
5. 1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips
6. 1 cup shredded coconut
7. 1/2 cup walnut or pecans
8. 3/4 cup seedless raspberry jam
9. 1/4 cup white chocolate chips

**Reese’s Pieces delights**

1. Cup butter
2. 1/2 cup sugar
3. 1 cup brown sugar
4. 1 teaspoon vanilla
5. 2 large eggs
6. 2 1/4 cups flour
7. 1 teaspoon baking soda
8. 1/2 teaspoon salt
9. 2 cups Reese’s Pieces

**Cookie crumbles**

1. 18-ounce package refrigerated sugar cookie dough, softened
2. 1 teaspoon almond extract
3. 3/4 cup seedless raspberry jam
4. 1/4 cup white chocolate chips

**Good luck with finals and have a happy winter break!**
Travel’s CO2 price tag

By Matt.Nosco
@iowastatedaily.com

The semester is winding down, holiday break is here, Iowa State is playing in the Pinstripe Bowl, and students are going to be vacationing, heading home or studying abroad all across the globe. While the costs of gasoline and airfare run high, checking accounts will not be the only thing taking a hit this holiday.

Traveling during the holidays carries a high environmental price tag. According to Terrapass.com, the flight for an international student to fly back into Beijing carries a carbon footprint of 5,958 lbs. of CO2. This is over double the amount that it takes to provide heating and electric to the average home in Ames for one full month.

Merry Rankin, director of sustainability at Iowa State, provided several tips for students to help keep their environmental impact down over the holidays.

“Carpooling to places and events is a great sustainable alternative,” Rankin said. “Choose a more low-impact vehicle if you have a choice, and make sure the vehicle you travel with is ready. ... A well-maintained vehicle — don’t forget to check your tires — runs more efficiently, no matter what make and model it is.”

Liwei Liu, senior in accounting, plans to return home to China over the break. Liu discussed the prohibitive cost of traveling for international students but said that it was ultimately worth it for students who have little time or opportunity to relax while in Ames.

Companies like TerraPass sell carbon offsets for those that are particularly worried about their footprint. One example of a purchasable offset is an investment into a plant which converts cow manure into electricity.

Rankin advises that despite the high impact of traveling, the value to sustainability might be worthwhile.

“Travel is important for social sustainability. When we have the opportunity to make connections and experience new places and things, it increases awareness and understandings and helps communities and cultures strengthen and grow. It also assists the economic sustainability of the places that we visit,” she said.

Winter break travel, by the numbers
2,456 lbs CO2/average 1 month Gas/Electric
5,958 lbs CO2 Round-trip flight to Beijing to return home
4,166 lbs CO2 Round-trip flight to London to study abroad
745 lbs CO2/person Car-pool in 15 passenger van to Miami and back
422 lbs CO2/person Car-pool with 4 people to the Pinstripe Bowl in a 2011 Impala
301 lbs/C02 Driving home alone to Chicago in a 2011 Impala

With the holiday season comes increased traveling all around the world, which means both checking accounts and the environment will be taking a hit. What can you do to help cut back on the environmental impact you are making and improve sustainability?

Energy

By Meg.Grissom
@iowastatedaily.com

If you are like most college students, you started decorating for Christmas as soon as you returned from Thanksgiving Break.

Traditional holiday decorations include wreaths, stockings and, of course, a Christmas tree, but one decoration seems to be essential during this season: Christmas lights. Whether you are stringing them on a tree or lining every wall and window with them, Christmas lights are must have during these last few weeks of the semester.

But despite the cheer they seem to spread as the weather gets colder, Christmas lights consume a lot of energy. Fortunately, there are ways to reduce the amount of energy used by this decoration.

1) Check your window and door frames for any cracks or holes. Caulk any you find to keep the cold out so you are not paying for more heat than you need.

2) Get a humidifier to add moisture to the air, making a room feel warmer than it really is.

3) Bundle up! Wear thick socks or slippers and a sweater at home so you can turn down your thermostat and not pay as much heat.

4) When baking Christmas cookies, use your oven light to check on your goods instead of opening the oven door. You will save energy and money.

Have a ‘green’ Christmas

While these are a bit more expensive, sold for around $30, they can be used year after year.

1) Instead of wrapping your tree with Christmas lights, try stringing popcorn. Doing this is inexpensive and uses no energy at all.

2) If you live in an apartment, there are ways to protect your place from the cold weather (and your bank account from a high energy bill).

3) If you like to fall asleep with the oven light on, but it’s just as easy to save energy during the Christmas season, put a timer on your stove. Turn off the oven light as soon as you returned from cooking something.

5) If you are like most college students, you started decorating for Christmas as soon as you returned from Thanksgiving Break.

6) While it’s tempting to press a button to open the oven door, it’s not necessary and wastes energy.

7) When baking Christmas cookies, use your oven light to check on the progress instead of opening the oven door. This requires less heat and less energy.

8) It is easy to use a lot of energy during the Christmas season, but it’s just as easy to save a little here and there. Utilize some of these tips to have yourself a green Christmas.
Green giving

By Taylor Hilsabeck
@iowastatedaily.com

Being environmentally friendly is a lifestyle. In other words, part of being green is giving green. Support eco shopping and gift better this holiday season.

“The Outdoors Enthusiast”

It is likely that he or she not only loves nature but wants to lead the kind of sustainable lifestyle that will protect it. For around $100, try Timberland Earthkeepers Men’s Boots, made of green materials like recycled pop bottles, organic cotton and coffee grounds.
www.timberland.com

“The Baby”

Older sister have a baby recently? Start the little bundle of joy off right with recyclable clothing. At plumgear.com, for just $30 a month, Plum provides infant and toddler organic clothing in sizes 0 to 2T. According to the company’s website, “Think of us as Netflix for baby clothes.” Each month, a bundle of baby clothes is delivered to the front door with free shipping. This company also donates the imperfect clothing to foster homes.
www.plumgear.com

“The Green Geek”

The consumption-driven electronics industry often clashes with ideas of sustainability and environmentalism. The good news is there are plenty of products that defy the usual ubiquitous e-waste. Try the ReCase iPhone Case from Miniwiz for around $20, made from 100 percent trash from rice farming by-products and recycled plastic bottles.
www.miniwiz.com

“The Girlfriend”

For around $30, you can show your love for her and the environment by purchasing peaceBOMB bracelets. Fragments of bombs are melted and shaped into bracelets. For each peaceBOMB product sold, Project peaceBOMB donates funds equivalent to the cost of clearing 1 to 15 square meters of unexploded bombs in Vietnam and Laos fields, forests and farms.
www.peace-bomb.com

“The Boyfriend”

A hoodie, around $50, made of organic cotton from the ethical clothing company, United by Blue, would make a great gift. For every product sold, United by Blue removes one pound of trash from the world’s oceans and waterways. The packaging is plastic-free and even uses hang tags made with elephant excrements. Shop United by Blue this Christmas, and at the checkout, type in the codeword cyclones11 for $5 off your purchase.
www.unitedbyblue.com

“The Fashion Buff”

Osborn Shoes are entirely handcrafted by Guatemalan artisans and feature reclaimed cotton from Mayan skirts and recycled tire heels. For around $100, you can give a unique, one-of-a-kind gift that is sweatshop-free. The website states, “Each shoe is signed by its maker, as a testament to the sense of pride for the maker, as well as the wearer.”
www.osborndesign.com

“The Design Junkie”

The “Design Junkie” is hard to please. Original and well-designed gifts can be hard to find, especially if your design fan is picky about their carbon footprint and impact on the environment.
Map Pillow Covers, around $50, from My Bearded Pigeon can be the perfect gift. My Bearded Pigeon uses organic materials that meet the Global Organic Textile Standard for ecology and social responsibility. They only sell the pillow covers, not the stuffing, in order to keep postage and carbon emissions low.

A portion of the proceeds are also donated to Kiva, an anti-poverty association.
www.mybeardedpigeon.com

Evironmentally friendly gifts for the holidays

Each purchase of a United By Blue T-shirt removes a pound of trash from the ocean. These can be bought for the price of $34 each.

Photo courtesy of United By Blue

Will you be seen on the Green Carpet?
Sustainapalooza will be on Feb. 28, 2012.

Photo courtesy of United By Blue
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There was a student who was desirous of taking admission for a study course.

He was smart enough to get through the written test, a GD and was to appear for the personal interview. Later, as the interview progressed, the interviewer found this boy to be bright since he could answer all the questions correctly. The interviewer got impatient and decided to corner the boy.

"Tell me your choice," said he to the boy, "What's your choice: I shall either ask you ten easy questions or ONE real difficult. Think well before you make up your mind."

The boy thought for a while and said, "My choice is ONE real difficult question."

"Well, good luck to you, you have made your own choice!" said the man on the opposite side. Tell me: What comes first, Day or Night?"

The boy was jolted first but he waited for a while and said: "It's the DAY, sir."

"How??????" the interviewer was smiling ("At last, I got you!" he said to himself.)

"Sorry sir, you promised me that you will not ask me a SECOND difficult question!"

Admission for the course was thus secured.

---

**Teachers**

Three college professors were driving down the highway at a very slow speed. A policeman pulled them over and explained that driving so slowly on the highway could be hazardous. The driver pointed out the sign that read "20." He explained that he was going 20 mph because of the sign. The policeman pointed out that the sign indicated they were driving on Highway 20.

Somewhat embarrassed the professor apologized and promised to be more observant.

As the policeman turn to walk back to his car, he noticed the other two professors on the floor … looking scared to death! He asked the driver, "What's wrong with them?"

The driver replied, "We just turned off Highway 105."
Five college seniors---John, Oscar, Earl, Ernie, and Marvin---rent an off-campus house. Each one is majoring in a different subject---psychology, chemistry, biology, math, or physics. They are attending college on sports scholarships in five sports: football, baseball, track, tennis, and swimming. And each is taking a different foreign language: French, Spanish, Italian, German, and Russian. From the clues given, try to determine the language, the sport, and the major of each of the five students.

1. The biology major, the swimmer, the student taking Italian, and Marvin have never missed any of Ernie’s home football games.
2. Neither Oscar nor Earl is the one who takes Spanish or the one who is a physics major, but one of them is a baseball player.
3. Marvin and the track star had lunch with the math major and later met Oscar after his German class.
4. The baseball Player, the math major, and Oscar all have rooms on the top floor, whereas John and the physics major have rooms on the ground floor.
5. The psychology major is taking German.
6. The biology major is not the track star and does not take Russian.

**BRAIN TEASERS**

**ALCOHOL : MEMORY**

Alcohol consumption can cause several different memory problems. In one study it was shown that heavy drinkers have an increased risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease and dementia later in life. This is probably due to the toxic effect that alcohol has on the neurons in your brain.

Alcohol can also cause Vitamin B deficiencies which can lead to a disorder called Korsakoff's syndrome which can result in permanent long-term memory loss.

Excessive alcohol consumption can also cause blackouts and memory loss. Some studies show that this is because alcohol inhibits the ability of memories to be transferred from short-term to long-term memory.

Some recent studies have shown that light drinking (up to one drink a day) may have a beneficial effect on memory, but the reasons for this are still unclear.

---

**ANSWERS**

**BRAIN TEASERS**

John-Italian-track-chemistry
Oscar-German-swimming-psychology
Earl-French-baseball-biology
Ernie-Spanish-football-math
Marvin-Russian-tennis-physics

**ALCOHOL : MEMORY**

1. The biology major, the swimmer, the student taking Italian, and Marvin have never missed any of Ernie’s home football games.
2. Neither Oscar nor Earl is the one who takes Spanish or the one who is a physics major, but one of them is a baseball player.
3. Marvin and the track star had lunch with the math major and later met Oscar after his German class.
4. The baseball Player, the math major, and Oscar all have rooms on the top floor, whereas John and the physics major have rooms on the ground floor.
5. The psychology major is taking German.
6. The biology major is not the track star and does not take Russian.
Word Search

Cafeteria
Castaway
Centipede
Cheerleader
Chipmunk
Cinnamon
Crocodile
Caffeine
Cauliflower
Chandelier
Chemistry
Chiropractor
Commercial
Crouton
Camouflage
Cemetery
Chauffeur
Children
Cholesterol
Cracker

The Open Flame
Steak
Shrimp
Prime Rib

Come GRILL with us!

515.232.9745
Main Street Gilbert, IA
www.theopenflame.com
Call for reservations
STOP...in to Ames' newest, quick-lube and experience the difference.

ENJOY...a free cup of Caribou coffee and relax in our Northwoods lounge or stay in your car.

GO...in 3 to 5 minutes your oil is changed and you're "good to GO!"

CHANGING THE WAY YOUR OIL GETS CHANGED!
Word Search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACROSS
- HEROES
- HUNTER
- KOJAK

DOWN
- MAUDE
- SEINFELD
- TELETUBBIES

Love Where You Live!

www.haverkamp-properties.com
515-232-7575
Welcome to DG’s Tap House!

- 56 Beers on Tap
- Pool, Foosball, Darts, Pinball
- And Live Music

Open Tues.-Sat. @ 4pm

Tickets can be purchased online at www.dgstaphouse.com

HAPPY NEW YEAR

Welcome the New Year with us, we’re having a party!

127 Main St. - 233-5084
Across
1 Indian royals
6 Pulitzer-winning columnist Maureen
10 Popular British brew
15 Albany-to-Buffalo canal
16 Game point, in tennis
17 Make a case
18 Actor Kilmer et al.
19 Not common
20 33/63-Across, in golf
23 Kirby Puckett and Mickey Mantle, by pos.
26 Tech sch. near Albany
27 Withered with age
28 33/63-Across, in stock car racing
31 See 7-Down
32 Words with a nod
33 With 63-Across, nickname for four immortals in this puzzle
36 Mark replacement
38 Ran into
39 West Indies native
41 Secretly watch, with "on"
42 Holler’s partner
44 2011 Libyan arms embargo enforcement gp.
45 33/63-Across, in swing music
49 Climbed on
52 Imperfect, as mdse.
53 Hog’s home
54 33/63-Across, in rock ’n’ roll
57 Family group
58 Suffix for the wealthy

Down
1 Estuary
2 LAX touchdown
3 Drinking binge
4 Color similar to turquoise
5 __ Nevada mountain range
6 Bereft (of)
7 With 31-Across, postgraduate test
8 Setting for saloons and shootouts
9 Regardless of
10 Beer grain
11 Rhett Butler’s final words
12 Yes-Bob connection
13 Wooden Mortimer
21 "All Things Considered" airer
22 Templo Mayor worshiper
23 Alberta natives
24 Renovate
25 Frightening
29 Health care gp.
30 Devoutness
33 Mine transports
34 Attempt to strike
35 Black wood
37 Loses, as winter fur
38 Dutch artist Piet
40 Also
43 Résumé length, often with "in"
44 Brazilian supermodel Bündchen
47 The Magic of the NBA
48 Washington rival, in college sports
49 Bremen brew
50 Stan’s sidekick
51 __-garde
55 Old Norse mariner
56 Eggnog season
60 Suffix with Gator
61 Wine choice
62 Wine choice

Relax... We've got you covered

HUNZIKER Property Management
www.Hunziker.com
BRAND TEASERS

What is the rebus, as indicated by the second portion?

On your mark ... get set ... (starting line)
Say ing

Starting gun is fired.
Say ing

It goes without saying (it goes toward the finish line)

ANSWER

BRAND TEASERS

You’re to Blame
Rebus brain teasers use words or letters in interesting orientations to represent common phrases.

H S E H A R T T

BRAND TEASERS

Five words that contain PI as a letter pair have had all of their other letters removed and placed into a pool. Put those letters back in their proper places. What are the words?

**PI*, ***PI, *PI***, *PI****, ***PI**


ANSAWER

Taste a difference! Over 500,000 sandwiches served

WACKY WEDNESDAY

Every Wednesday...No Coupon Needed

2: Foot Long Hot Sandwiches
2: Cans of Cold Pop
2: Bags of Chips
2: Pair of Pickles

FREE Delivery!

FREE! Fast Hot Delivery
To the girls who aren’t sure if they tan too much, you can find out if you go to home depot and find the color swatch “Burnt Orange” and if you match, Ding Ding we have a winner!

I’d be more apt to fill out online course evals if they offered to enter me into a drawing for a prize upon completion.
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**Business Directory**

*Therapeutic Massage*
Mary Dengler, RMT, 205th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
[Email petekaufman@aol.com](mailto:petekaufman@aol.com) $2,200

*Jeep 1989 Wrangler 4x4*
automatic military green
56k miles
www.89jeep.com

*Jackson Cleaning Service*
Call us at 231-3649
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home Ready For the Market
• Windows
• Deep Cleaning
• Rentals
• Sorority & Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience

*Grandma & Grandpa Thank You...*
... For making my dreams come true. Armed with the education you gave me—my dreams are reality.
You are both my heros. I love you.
Love,
Ben

*Grandma & Grandpa Thank You...*

*Volunteers Needed:*
www.internationalpeaceparty.info
Please email to:
peacesociety2010@yahoo.com

*Help Wanted—Teen Club Facilitator*
Part-time
Please see website for details:
www.yss.org

*Help Wanted*
NOTS Trucking is seeking a new graduate to join our team as a Transportation Supervisor. This person will oversee dispatch functions. Starting salary is $48-52K/year & we offer a Full Benefit Package. If interested please submit a resume to Laura Miller: Laura.Miller@placesmartagency.com Fax: (618) 478-2304 • Phone: (618) 272-2173

*Grandma & Grandpa Thank You...*

*Sports Positions Available* 
Cyclone Swim School LLC
Seeking energetic swim lesson instructors for
Spring Semester
Cyclone Swim School LLC
Forker Pool
Excellent pay and instructor to student ratio of 1:2 or better!
Email: Trip Hedrick:
Tripswim@gmail.com
for more information/application

*The IOWA STATE DAILY Recommends ALL ITS READERS*
Closely examine any offer of a job opportunity or service that sounds too good to be true; chances are it is.
Before investing any money, please contact the
Des Moines Better Business Bureau at 515-243-8137

---

**Ad Drive Club**
www.addriveclub.com
New cars with ads. Earn $1000-$3200 a month to drive our brand. Interested? Call 294-4123 today!

**Internship Program**
www.studentpayouts.com
for more information/application

---

**Call 515-233-5900 | Ames, IA**

**Help Wanted—Bartending**
$250/day
Bartending experience necessary. Training available.
Laura.Miller@placesmartagency.com

**Help Wanted—Student Payouts.com**
Paid survey takers needed
for more information/application

**Energic Swim Instructors Needed**
• Spring Semester
• Cyclone Swim School LLC seeks energetic swim lesson instructors for
• Swim America
• Learn-to-swim Program
(Forker Pool)
Excellent pay and instructor to student ratio of 1:2 or better!
Email: Trip Hedrick:
Tripswim@gmail.com
for more information/application

---

**IOWA STATE DAILY**
DID YOU KNOW?
95% OF THE STUDENT BODY READS THE DAILY.
DID YOU KNOW?
The DAILY IS THE TOP CHOICE FOR ISU NEWS.
DID YOU KNOW?
The DAILY DELIVERS OVER 13,500 COPIES A WEEK.
IT'S NEVER TOO SOON TO FIND YOUR NEXT PLACE

Apartment Guide 2012/2013

You find the roommate, we'll find the apartment
“On-Campus Apartments” is not an oxymoron.

Apartments, suites and res-halls all on campus!

Our contracts work with your academic life! Internships? Early graduation? No problem!

Our staff is here to help you succeed!

Want to live on campus next year? Check out www.housing.iastate.edu for more information!

Live On Campus!

ISUdor | www.housing.iastate.edu
FOR RENT

First Property Management
Offering flexible leasing for SPRING SEMESTER

230 CAMPUS
fpmofames.com 515.292.5020 258 N. Hyland

FREE INTERNET, CABLE, WASHER & DRYER, AND Ames Racquet & Fitness membership

Check out the West Side!

4611 Mortensen Rd #106
Jensen Property Management
233.2752 - www.jensengroup.net

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
INDOOR POOL
OFF STREET PARKING
FULL SIZE GYM
SAUNA

www.mdiproperties.com

MAKE THE MOVE
UNIVERSITY TOWERS
515.292.2236
South Duff Community Park
887-288-5810
SouthDuffatISU.com

PLACES. PEOPLE. LOVE.

universityplains Community Park
888-819-9392
UniversityPlains.com

AMENITIES
• 24 Hour Fitness Center
• FREE Onsite Tanning
• Game & Study Rooms
• Resort Style Pool & Hot Tub
• Basketball & Volleyball Courts
• Pet Friendly
• Washer & Dryer in Each Apt.
• Cyrde Stop

*In select Apartments
Happy Holidays!

see you
next year!

Hunziker Property Management

Check online over break to see our many properties around Ames. Good luck on finals!

www.hunziker.com  |  105 S. 16th Street  |  (515) 233-4440
HAPPY HOLIDAYS

FINALS WEEK SPECIAL
HALF OFF YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT
THIS WEEK ONLY

SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT TODAY
BY CALLING 515-598-9000 -OR- EMAIL INFO@ISUCAMPUSTOWN.COM
DON'T MISS OUT ON YOUR PERFECT APARTMENT BY WAITING UNTIL NEXT SEMESTER

THE RESORT
OPENING AUGUST 2012
FREE FOR ALL CAMPUSTOWN RESIDENTS
POOL, TWO HOT TUBS, TANNING BEDS,
FITNESS CENTER, LOUNGE, AND MORE

CONTACT
9:00AM - 6:00PM, MONDAY - FRIDAY
INFO@ISUCAMPUSTOWN.COM
200 STANTON AVE. #101, AMES, IA 50014
515-598-9000 ISUCAMPUSTOWN.COM
Seasons Greetings!
Our waiting list is GROWING fast, so Call Today!

205 Beach
225 Hyland
1401 N. Dakota
312/320 Hillcrest

1-5 Bedroom Apartments Available

FPM FIRST PROPERTY MANAGEMENT Managing over 500 apartments
515-292-5020 www.fpmofames.com 258 N. Hyland
"Haverkamp Properties is committed to providing quality housing communities where our team serves the customer with integrity and efficiency."

**Haverkamp Properties**

**WHY LIVE WITH US?**

- Over 500 Units Available
- 1-4 Bedroom Floorplans
- Rent by Room Available
- Flexible Terms
- Washer & Dryer in unit
- FREE Fitness
- FREE Internet
- FREE Cable
- FREE Tanning

**LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE!**

*Call today to see an apartment*

515.232.7575

Pet friendly apartments available

4720 Mortensen Road, Suite 105
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm Sat APPT ONLY

WWW.HAVERKAMP-PROPERTIES.COM
Over 2,000,000 Quality Pizzas Delivered - Taste the Difference!

DINING ROOM SPECIAL!
BUY ONE PIZZA, GET ONE FREE*

Dine In or Carryout
Dine In or Carryout

*Equal or lesser value
• Please Mention Coupon
• Prices Subject to Change
• Not valid with Pizza Twins
• Valid 7 Days a Week
• Expires July 31, 2012

FREE, FAST, HOT DELIVERY! *Save up to $15

Call Free Delivery: 292-6600
Seating for 100 at 207 Welch, Campustown
Limited delivery area.

Over 500,000 Hot Sandwiches Delivered!

-Ames' Favorite Delivered Pizza-
For Over 35 Years!

$6.95

Bigger Tastier

$6.95

ADD 1 lb. of CHICKEN WINGS
FREE

THICK CRUST
JUST ASK!

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL with...

2 12" 1-Topping Classic Pizzas
(16 Slices of Pizza) $5.98 EACH

FREE Thick Crust Just Ask!

* No Coupon Necessary
* Not valid w/ Other offers

When buying 2 or more plus tax

Limited Offer 1 Discount/Deal

Please add sales tax to all prices. Prices subject to change. Minimum delivery w/chicken or appetizers is $14.00. Minimum delivery without chicken or appetizers is $10.00. Some restrictions apply. Check Policy: If you pay for your purchase by check & your check is returned to us, it will be re-presented electronically & your accounts will be debited for the amount of the check plus the state allowed fee ($30).
We got game... on 11 BIG SCREENS!

Pigskin Heaven!

Mondays
Beer Specials, Too!

Saturdays

Sundays

Open 11 am

More SCREENS
LESS GREEN!

NOW Open 11am Sunday for Noon NFL - “Happy Hour Prices” All Day & Night

Watch Monday Night Football – on a 73", 60" and 42" HDTVs PLUS NEW 82" HDTV

A Cyclone hits Yankee Stadium

2:30 CST  |  Friday, December 30, 2011  |  New York, N.Y.

Yankee Stadium

2:30 CST  |  Friday, December 30, 2011  |  New York, N.Y.

BOWL EDITION

Gridiron
Iowa State is offering travel packages for the Pinstripe Bowl, which will be played in New York.

This package costs $2,656.

The package, which includes flights, hotel, ground transportation and several events, costs $1,678.

The package includes round-trip transportation, all meals, admission to all events and access to the hotel.

The package is available at www.sportsdaily.com.

## Schedule

**Iowa State** vs. **Rutgers**

Kickoff: 2:30 p.m. CST

**Iowa State Daily sports supplement**

**Friday, December 30, 2011**

**Iowa State vs. Rutgers**

Kickoff at 2:30 p.m. CST

**an Iowa State Daily sports supplement**

IFS travel.com.

The second package, Deluxe, includes travel to and from the airport and hotel, a ticket to the game and round-trip transfers between the Broadway Hotel or similar hotel in New York City.

The Deluxe package costs $2,656.

**Iowa State is offering travel packages for bowl game**

## Iowa State offers travel packages for bowl game

### Schedules
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Kickoff: 2:30 p.m. CST

**Iowa State Daily sports supplement**
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The package includes round-trip transportation, all meals, admission to all events and access to the hotel.

The package is available at www.sportsdaily.com.

**DEFINITION:**

**SPORT:**

Against Rutgers at 2:30 p.m.

The Cyclones then face off against Rutgers for the second time in their history.

Following the athletes’ final walkthrough, the players will be subjected to round-trip transfers between the Broadway Hotel or similar hotel in New York City.

The Deluxe package costs $2,656.
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Congratulations

Cyclone Student-Athletes and Coaches on a great season and a bowl invitation!

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Residence
www.housing.iastate.edu

ISUdor
By Dan Tracy
bd.tracy@iowastatedaily.com
Projected to finish ninth out of 10 teams in the Big 12 Conference, Iowa State finished 6-6, 3-4 in Big 12 play after winning four games in which it was designated as underdog.

Three first-time victors highlighted a string of multiple overtime-upsets that surprised Iowa State and six other Big 12 teams.

A defense that allowed more than 20 points per game in the first 10 games of the season and that avenged a 16-3 loss against Oklahoma. Iowa State allowed 19.7 points per game.

The 18.5 points per game average was the best in the Big 12 over that stretch, including four games of the season and that avenged a 37-21 overtime-win against Nebraska.

Four Cyclones were recognized by the Big 12 Conference. Safety Jordan Lattimer received honorable mention for his three-interception season. Defensive end Denzel Houston received second-team honors for 56 tackles, including 14 for loss, and seven sacks. Defensive end Robert Burton was the first Cyclone since 1999 to be recognized for his role as a pass rusher. Defensive end Nick McGowan was the first since 1999 to be recognized for his role as a run stuffer.
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Quarterback question remains for bowl game

By Dan Tracy

Proposed to finish last among the eight Big East con-
ference teams, Rutgers flipped its 4-8 record from a year
ago and finished 9-4 overall and 6-2 in Big East play. The
Scarlet Knights won three of five games decided in seven
or fewer points, including two contests against
Syracuse and South Florida.

Here’s a look at some of the story lines that shaped Rutgers’ regular season.

Nearly conference champions

Entering their regular sea-
son finale against Connecticut, the Scarlet Knights flipped a
switch against the #1 Huskies to earn share of the Big East championship and possibly receive a berth in a BCS bowl game. The Scarlet Knights were forced to win just one game of their last three, but six turnovers and setting 273 total yards defense that held Rutgers to 0 yards on the ground-small enough to the Scarlet Knights remained at 9-4-0 in Big East.

Instead of a trip to the BCS, the Scarlet Knights will make the short 50-mile trip north from Piscataway, N.J. to New York City for the Pinstripe Bowl.

Back at Yankee Stadium

When Rutgers takes the field Dec. 30, it will be the sec-
time for the Scarlet Knights to play at Yankee Stadium, a field the New York Yankees spent time on the defensive staffs at Penn State and Miami. LeGrand's injury happened in the fourth quarter of last year's
defeat to Army.
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Iowa State Bowl History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bowl</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1971 | Liberty Bowl | L 31-30 vs. Georgia Tech | Three second-half touchdowns | 1971 Sun Bowl
| 1972 | Peach Bowl | L 24-14 vs. N.C. State | Iowa State was dominant in the second half | 1972 Hall of Fame Bowl
| 1974 | Humanitarian Bowl | L 21-16 vs. Boise State | The Cyclones with the Boise State | 1974 Insight Bowl
| 1975 | Insight Bowl | L 33-17 vs. LSU | LSU picked up its first-ever bowl win | 1975 Houston Bowl
| 1976 | Insight Bowl | L 28-12 vs. Texas A&M | Iowa State went to its first bowl | 1976 Houston Bowl
| 1977 | Liberty Bowl | L 24-14 vs. N.C. State | Iowa State was dominant in the second half | 1977 Hall of Fame Bowl
| 1978 | Peach Bowl | L 28-12 vs. Texas A&M | Iowa State was out-dueled | 1978 Insight Bowl
| 1979 | Insight Bowl | W 17-13 vs. Miami (OH) | The Cyclones got the program's second bowl win | 1979 Insight Bowl
| 1980 | Houston Bowl | L 27-24 vs. Texas | Iowa State went to its first bowl | 1980 Insight Bowl
| 1981 | Hall of Fame Bowl | L 28-12 vs. Texas A&M | Iowa State went to its first bowl | 1981 Liberty Bowl
| 1982 | Insight Bowl | W 14-13 vs. Minnesota | Iowa State went to its first bowl | 1982 Humanitarian Bowl

Iowa State Roster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Hammes&lt;br/&gt; Christensen</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>86-6-6</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerlock&lt;br/&gt; Overmiele</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>72-6-6</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Turner</td>
<td>RT</td>
<td>61-6-6</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Farra&lt;br/&gt; Nik</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>74-6-3</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayworth&lt;br/&gt; Nichols</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>75-6-3</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>帳重盛&lt;br/&gt; 畜</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>77-6-6</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Barnett</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>16-6-5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James White</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>8-5-3</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deon Burren</td>
<td>WR</td>
<td>18-6-2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Rfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Lenz&lt;br/&gt; Demos</td>
<td>WR</td>
<td>19-6-3</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Share our road to the bowl game with your family and friends. Order a custom calendar today! Deluxe 12-Month Calendar $19.95 Monthly Tear-Off Calendar $9.95 Year-at-a-Glance Calendar $7.95 Theme Calendar $3.95

Holiday Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Color Holiday Letters | Holiday Letterhead Paper<br/> Personalized Holiday Cards<br/> Holiday/Solid Envelopes<br/> FedEx/UPS Shipping

105 Welch Avenue<br/> Ames, Iowa 50014<br/> 515.292.3630<br/> ames@copyworks.com

OPEN 24 HOURS
Rutgers Bowl History

1978

Garden State Bowl
L 36-18
vs. Arizona State
Rutgers' first trip to a bowl game ended in a 36-18 loss to Arizona State in the inaugural Garden State Bowl at Giants Stadium.

2005

Insight Bowl
L 45-40
vs. Arizona State
Rutgers played its first non-BCS opponent in the postseason — Ball State — and came out on top for a second straight bowl victory.

2006

Texas Bowl
W 37-10
vs. Kansas State
Third time was the charm for the Scarlet Knights, who beat the Big 12's Kansas State for their first-ever bowl victory.

2008

International Bowl
W 52-30
vs. Ball State
Rutgers played its first non-BCS opponent in the postseason — Ball State — and came out on top for a second straight bowl victory.

Rutgers Roster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Pos.</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Sanu</td>
<td>WR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Harrison</td>
<td>WR</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Carrezza</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Codd</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desmond Wynn</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Rush</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Forst</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalib Johnson</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris Ohm</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6-5</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jawan Jamison</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>RFr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Burton</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>RFr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamil Merrell</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Francis</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Wilcox</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaseem Greene</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6-4</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manny Abreu</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaseem Greene</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6-3</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Beauharnais</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamal Merrell</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Wynorski</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darrein Harris</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Brown</td>
<td>PK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Ryan</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6-0</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>RSo.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Offense

WEAR YOUR PRIDE

Get your Pinstripe Bowl merchandise at UBS!

Voted best place to get ISU gear in the Iowa State Daily 2011 Student Choice Awards.

www.isubookstore.com

Test ISUSTUDENT to get ISU pride gear plus other great offers.
1. Visit the customary historical landmarks
With the Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, the World Trade Center Memorial, Grand Central Terminal and the other national landmarks in New York, a visit is not complete without seeing part of what makes New York’s landscape so legendary.

2. Stroll through Central Park
Along with being another iconic location in NYC, Central Park always has something going on. The best part about Central Park? It’s free.

3. Go to a concert
Famous venues such as the Bowery Ballroom and its affiliates — along with dozens of other venues — provide NYC with an almost constant stream of live music. With all of the options available, there’s guaranteed to be a show for every kind of music fan.

4. Join the pizza argument
If you don’t have a position on Chicago vs. New York pizza, a trip to NYC can make all the difference. If you have enough time, consider joining the quest for NYC’s best pizzeria, or choose between famous stops such as Grimaldi’s or Lombardi’s.

5. See Times Square
Even if you’re not visiting on New Year’s Eve, Times Square is still the heartbeat of New York City. From here, you can either observe the excitement or become part of it. It’s one of the best places to start experiencing NYC nightlife, too.
Stay warm in Cyclone fashions

By Ainsley Chapman

ACCESSORIES

Staying warm in Cyclone fashions

In the bone-chilling temperatures we’re all experiencing, it isn’t happening. The Cyclones will be battling the Hawkeyes in the New Era Pinstripe Bowl. For all of you Cyclones who don’t believe the forecast or who are planning on tailgating, it’s cold. If you’re anything like us, you don’t want to leave in the event. There are a few things you can do to stay fashionable and warm for the Orange and Black weekend.

Year’s Eve — promises a fashionable end to the year — New York style. The Cyclones in a bowl game, combined with Yankee Stadium and the most glamorous of the year — New Year’s Eve — promises a fashionable look. You’ll want to go for a full day-wear outfit with fur on your feet as scarves, earmuffs and fur vest. Either way, this cozy will keep you warm while mingling in somewhat frosty weather.

For all of you Cyclones who will be battling the Rutgers in the Big Apple, be sure to pack a few of these staple items:

For the gala

- Fur vest: Not only is a fur vest a staple trend in any wardrobe, but it can go from day to evening. Pair with practically everything from the most buttoned-down button sweater to the most glitzy cocktail dress.
- Red lips: What better way to top off your game day look than with Cyclone red lips? Whether it’s a few small touches or an entire week, it can blend into evening wear for the New Year’s Eve festivities.
- Sparkle: With a bowl game, it’s only right to throw in a bit of sparkle. Try a sequin vest or sweater. Go with pride. Try a cable knit stocking hat to top off your game day look.

For the fellas

- Denim: This may be obvious, but denim is a must. With practically everything from American Crew to Dogtown and the Groom Room on Main Street in Ames. Nothing says, “I’m not from here,” like sweatpants paired with a hoodie.
- Boots: Boots are a must. Leave the dirty Uggs and snow boots behind and go for tall leather any color of your choice. They can translate easily from the most casual outfit to an entire week of sparkle. Whether it’s a few small touches or an entire week, it can blend into evening wear for the New Year’s Eve festivities.

For the gals

- Sparkle: With a bowl game, it’s only right to throw in a bit of sparkle. Try a sequin vest or sweater. Go with pride. Try a cable knit stocking hat to top off your game day look.
- Fur vest: Not only is a fur vest a staple trend in any wardrobe, but it can go from day to evening. Pair with practically everything from the most buttoned-down button sweater to the most glitzy cocktail dress.
- Red lips: What better way to top off your game day look than with Cyclone red lips? Whether it’s a few small touches or an entire week, it can blend into evening wear for the New Year’s Eve festivities.

For the fellas

- Denim: This may be obvious, but denim is a must. With practically everything from American Crew to Dogtown and the Groom Room on Main Street in Ames. Nothing says, “I’m not from here,” like sweatpants paired with a hoodie.
- Boots: Boots are a must. Leave the dirty Uggs and snow boots behind and go for tall leather any color of your choice. They can translate easily from the most casual outfit to an entire week of sparkle. Whether it’s a few small touches or an entire week, it can blend into evening wear for the New Year’s Eve festivities.
Take an ALL American Yankee step to the Yankee Stadium and Gateway to New York City! Without Midtown Pricing and Downtown Attitudes!

Conveniently located close to the GW Bridge for easy access to NYC, Yankee Stadium, and the Bronx Zoo.

Holiday Inn
FORT LEE, NEW JERSEY
2339 Route 4 East
Fort Lee, NJ 07024
Tel: 201-944-5000
www.hiftlee.com

Specially priced Deluxe Rooms
starting at: 20% Off
The Best Select Rate Available at Time of Purchase
Reservations required and based upon availability.
Please Mention Rate Code ILIOW

Add additional $20 for the night of Sat 12/31/2011

Not combinable with any other promotional offer or rates. Offer valid at Holiday Inn Fort Lee and good thru 1/30/2012

Not combinable with any other promotional offer or rates. Offer valid at Holiday Inn Fort Lee and good thru 1/30/2012